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ABSTRACT
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Doctor of Philosophy
Optically Nonlinear Spatial and Spectral Processes in Semiconductor
Microcavities
by Alastair J. D. Grundy
This thesis presents experimental analysis of polariton dynamics in semiconductor mi-
crocavities. A microcavity is a monolithic structure composed of two distributed Bragg
reectors which are separated by a layer of active material. Strong coupling between
excitons residing in the active layer and photons conned within the cavity leads to new
eigenstates of the system, called microcavity exciton-polaritons. The dynamics of these
quasi-bosons are studied using a range of optical spectroscopy techniques.
It has been shown previously that resonant injection of polaritons using a continuous
wave laser allows the microcavity to operate as an optical parametric oscillator. A
full study of the recovery dynamics of a transiently destabilized microcavity optical
parametric oscillator is made in this thesis. Destabilization was achieved by optically
injecting surplus polaritons into a system that had reached equilibrium. The dynamics
of the scattering processes is theoretically described using a rate equation model.
Bose condensation and polariton lasing have recently been demonstrated at liquid he-
lium temperatures. In this thesis, we use a hybrid bulk gallium nitride microcavity to
demonstrate the operation of the rst room temperature polariton laser. Polarisation
measurements also show spontaneous symmetry breaking, implying observation of the
rst room temperature Bose-Einstein condensate.For my wife, who oered me unconditional love and support during
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Introduction
In this `age of information' great importance is placed on new technology that allows
faster processing of information and increased bandwidth of data transmission. World-
wide optical ber networks have been installed which allow information to be transmitted
at optical frequencies, however current information encoding and processing technologies
rely in silicon electronics, whose processing speed is pinned in the GHz regime. A push
towards faster optoelectronic devices and even all-optical computing systems is now un-
derway. Recent advances in the study of microcavity polaritons suggest that they could
provide part of the answer [1; 2; 3]
1.1 Historical Overview
In 1951 Huang [4] published a paper describing the interaction of an electromagnetic
wave with the ionic-polarizability of a solid. He found that close to the resonant fre-
quency of a solid the nature of a photon departs from that of an electromagnetic wave
and takes on a more mechanical nature. This new entity was later named a `polariton'
by Hopeld [5]. It was not until 1971 that Frohlich [6] showed the rst experimental
evidence of exciton-polaritons, using two-photon absorption spectroscopy to measure
the polariton dispersion. The normal mode coupling of bulk excitons with the electro-
magnetic eld imposes one-to-one coupling between exciton and photon modes having
the same momentum. Therefore photoluminescence should provide direct measurement
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of the polariton states. However the static nature of polaritons means that photolumi-
nescence requires propagation to the crystal surface, making it complicated to interpret
[7].
A huge advance came in 1992 when Weisbuch [8] showed strong-coupling in a semicon-
ductor microcavity, dropping from three to two dimensions. He took the high qual-
ity planar microcavities used to produce vertical-cavity surface emitting lasers. These
structures consisted of a pair of distributed Bragg reectors, sandwiching a collection of
quantum wells. The quantum wells provide the active material required for lasing, and
the DBRs form a cavity to conne the photons and concentrate their emission into a
small angular range. Careful design of these structures allowed complete control of the
excitons and photon wavefunction. By improving the quality of the DBRs, the coupling
of the photons and excitons was increased beyond that of their decay rate from the
system, resulting in strong-coupling. The benet of these two dimensional systems is
the direct coupling between the polaritons and the external photon modes.
In 1996 Imamoglu [9] wrote about using the bosonic nature of a polariton to show
nonlinear eects such as lasing and condensation. However, treating polaritons as bosons
was a hotly debated topic and it was not until 2000 when Savvidis [10] showed the rst
experimental proof, that the idea became universally accepted. Savvidis used a two-
beam experiment to demonstrate polariton parametric amplication via the stimulated
scattering of polaritons on the lower polariton branch. The discovery of stimulated
scattering was closely followed by a report of parametric photoluminescence and the
operation of a microcavity optical parametric oscillator [11].
Theoretical work by Imamoglu, Porras and Malpuech [9; 12; 13] suggested that the
bosonic nature of polaritons and the momentum trap inherent in their dispersion made
them an excellent candidate for a new type of laser, the polariton laser. Unlike a tradi-
tional laser, which relies on stimulated emission, a polariton laser uses the spontaneous
emission of coherent light from an exciton-polariton condensate. Polariton lasers are of
great interest because they have no threshold linked with population inversion. In 2003
Deng [1] et al showed the rst experimental operation of a polariton laser, however it was
not proved that the condensate formed to allow lasing was a Bose-Einstein condensateChapter 1 Introduction 3
(BEC). A BEC requires thermal equilibrium and the spontaneous build-up of an order
parameter. Further work by Kasprzak [2] in 2006 and later by Balili [14] and Lai [15] in
2007, demonstrated BEC in a semiconductor microcavity.
1.2 Outline
Chapter 1 as presented above.
Chapter 2 contains a brief overview of the theory of excitons and semiconductor micro-
cavity exciton-polaritons.
Chapter 3 contains a brief overview of the theory of the polariton laser and Bose Einstein
condensation.
Chapter 4 gives the details of the microcavity structures studied in this thesis.
Chapter 5 gives a description of the experimental methods used to characterize the
samples and study the parameters that dene their dynamics.
Chapter 6 investigates the recovery dynamics of the microcavity optical parametric
oscillator. A continuous wave laser resonantly injects polaritons into the system, forming
an optical parametric oscillator which operates at equilibrium. A laser pulse is then
used to inject surplus polaritons into the system, destabilizing it from equilibrium. The
recovery dynamics are studied by temporally resolving the photoluminesnce from the
signal state. It is shown that the population of the states of the optical parametric
oscillator can be controlled on timescales approaching 1 ns, despite the polaritons having
a lifetime three orders of magnitude below this. A simple theoretical model is used to
explain the observed dynamics.
Chapter 7 uses a high-speed imaging system providing a spatial resolution of 5 microns
and temporal resolution of 5 to 10 ps to investigate the spatial-temporal dynamics of
microcavity polaritons. Pulsed experiments are used to measure the temporal dynamics
of the real space distribution of polaritons, allowing direct measurement of their in-plane
propagation speed. This is compared to their distribution under continuous wave excita-
tion. Further studies of the microcavity optical-parametric-oscillator recovery dynamics,Chapter 1 Introduction 4
coupling the high speed imaging system to the two beam experiment of Chapter 6, show
that the spatial overlap of the beams plays a signicant role in the observed dynamics.
Chapter 8 studies the room temperature dynamics of a bulk GaN microcavity. A vari-
ety of experimental techniques are used to show the operation of a room temperature
polariton laser. Careful studies of the polarisation of the laser emission also suggest that
a Bose-Einstein condensate is formed at room temperature.
Chapter 9 summarizes the main results of this thesis and suggests further experimental
studies.Chapter 2
The Theory of Semiconductor
Microcavities
In this chapter the basic concepts of semiconductor exciton polaritons are reviewed.
The rst part of the chapter introduces the exciton, and is followed by a description
of the eect of connement on both excitons and photons. The second part introduces
strong coupling and the concept of the polariton, with comparisons made between three
dimensional and two dimensional systems. There are many excellent books and review
papers that cover many of these subjects in great detail, for example [16].
2.1 Excitons in 3D
The attractive Coulomb interaction between an electron and a hole allows the formation
of a bound state. This bound state is called an `exciton' and has an associated binding
energy Eb. As well as the optical transitions for photon energies larger than the energy
band gap, ~!  Eg, there are some additional, discrete transition resonances with
energies, ~! = Eg   Eb. The reverse process can also occur, with a photon (radiative
recombination) or phonon (non-radiative recombination) being emitted when an exciton
annihilates with the recombination of a bound electron-hole (e-h) pair. Excitons are
typically classied by their radius; in molecular crystals excitons are tightly bound
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(Frenkel)[17], whereas in the semiconductors used here their radius is typically much
larger than the interatomic spacing and as such they can be described by a two particle
eective-mass equation (Wannier-Mott)[18].
2.1.1 Wannier-Mott Excitons
Although the physical scales of the exciton are dierent to those of the hydrogen atom,
the fact that they are both a bound state of positive and negative charge, means that
the physics describing them is similar. Atomic physics was well established before the
discovery of the exciton, and so many properties of the exciton are described using terms
generally associated with atomic physics. For example, by replacing the proton mass
with the reduced electron-hole mass, ( 1
 = 1
me + 1
mh), and the electronic charge by e
, it
is possible to use the Bohr hydrogen model to describe an exciton [19]. Therefore, the
energy of an exciton state is given by the modied exciton Rydberg energy:















is the exciton Bohr radius,  is the dielectric constant, n is the principal quantum number
and K = ke+kh, M = me+mh are the translational wave vector and mass of the exciton
respectively. The light eective masses of the carriers combined with dielectric screening
of the Coulomb interaction, makes the exciton Rydberg energy considerably smaller, and
the exciton Bohr radius considerably larger than the atomic one. In general, the excitonChapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 7
radius is larger than the lattice constant and hence the `orbits' of electron and hole
around their common center of mass average over many unit cells, which justies the
eective-mass approximation. [20]
As a consequence of the small exciton Rydberg energy, in many material systems excitons
are not stable at room temperature. For example in GaAs the exciton Bohr radius
 150

A and the exciton binding energy is 4:1 meV [21], which is much smaller than
the thermal energy at room temperature (kBT '25 meV). There are however some
semiconductor materials (for example GaN and Cu2O) with exciton binding energies
great enough for them to survive at room temperature. Interactions between excitons
lead to a decrease of optical transition energy with an increase of carrier density. This
energy red-shift is called `band gap renormalization'. Such interactions include the
Coulomb screening eect and its associated screening length, which is a measure of the
eectiveness of the Coulomb interaction between the electron and hole in the presence
of other carriers. Phase space lling is a further eect, but of a quantum nature, arising
from the fermionic nature of the electrons and holes, where Pauli's exclusion principle
forbids the occupation of the same quantum state by particles with the same quantum
numbers.
2.2 Exciton Optical Transition
An electrical dipole is formed by the electron and hole in an exciton and this interacts
with electromagnetic elds. The interband optical transition probability is given by the







jhfj ^ HIjiij2(Ef   Ei   ~!); (2.4)
where i and f denotes the initial and nal states with energies Ei and Ef respectively;
~! is the photon energy, and ^ HI is the dipole interaction Hamiltonian  er  E. TheChapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 8
Figure 2.1: The electron and hole wavefunctions in a quantum well of width L are
the product of the Bloch functions ucke and vckh with the envelope wavefunctions e(z)
and h(z).
delta function implies that energy is conserved in the transition. The matrix element
has the form:





cke(r)er  Euvkh(r)vkh(r); (2.5)
where E is the polarisation vector of light cke and vkh are the slowly varying envelope
functions of the electron and hole and ucke and vvkh are the Bloch functions. Notice that
ucke has s-wave symmetry while uvkh has p-wave symmetry, as is shown in the schematic
representation of gure 2.1.
2.2.1 Oscillator Strength of Excitons





jhfjE  rjiij2 (2.6)Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 9
where m is the free electron mass and ! is the frequency. It can be shown that the
reduction in Bohr radius due to 2D connement results in an 8 fold increase in the
oscillator strength per unit crystal volume [16]:
f2D = 8f3D =
2m!
~




where hucjE  rjuvi is the valence band conduction band matrix element and aB is the
Bohr radius.
2.3 Excitons in 2D
2.3.1 Quantum connement
Advances in semiconductor growth techniques allow materials to be fabricated to atomic
monolayer precision, allowing the manufacture of quantum stuctures such 2D quantum
wells (QWs), 1D quantum wires, and 0D quantum dots. A QW is a thin layer of
narrow bandgap semiconductor sandwiched between two barrier layers of wider bandgap
materials. The quantum well is designed to be thin enough that the motion of electrons
and holes are conned perpendicular to the QW plane, leading to quantized energy
levels. The 3D energy density of states (DOS) is a continuous function / E
1
2, which
contrasts to the step function in 2D [16] as shown in gure 2.3. Their dispersion relation
also contains a series of discrete bands (g 2.2).
The quantum connement also modies the valence band structure signicantly, as
illustrated in gure 2.4. In 3D, a quadruplet degenerate state exists at k = 0, consisting
of two degenerate light hole bands and two degenerate heavy hole bands. In 2D, where
the translational symmetry is broken in the z-direction, the degeneracy between light
and heavy holes at k = 0 is lifted, and the heavy-hole bands become closer to the
conduction band with a lighter in-plane mass of mhhk = me
1 2 near k = 0 [16].Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 10
Figure 2.2: Connement of excitons in a QW leads to discrete energy bands.
Figure 2.3: A comparison between the 2D and 3D density of states. Notice that the
2D density of states contains discontinuities at each energy level En
2.3.2 Quantum well exciton binding energy
In the limit of an exact 2D gas, the Bohr radius of an exciton becomes half of the




2 , and the binding energy is
increased by a factor of four compared to the 3D value in equation 2.2, E2D
B = 4E3D
B .
More accurate values of a2D
B and E2D
B can be obtained by taking into account the nite
QW thickness [22; 23].Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 11
Figure 2.4: (a) Heavy (hh) and light (lh) hole bands in the absence of band mixing in
quantum wells showing the mass reversal (b) The same bands in the presence of band
mixing (solid curves) showing the removal of the degeneracies that are present without
band mixing (dashed curves).
Figure 2.5: A schematic indicating the structure of a semiconductor microcavity.
Distributed Bragg Reectors (black and grey regions) are grown onto a substrate (blue
layer) and dene a cavity region (light red) that contains QWs (dark red). An indication
of the relative refractive indices of the layers is shown below the schematic.
2.4 Cavities
Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of the structure of a typical semiconductor microcavity.
The cavity is dened by two distributed Bragg reectors (DBRs), separated by a cavity
layer that is an integer multiple of c
2 long, where c is the wavelength of light in the
cavity medium. A DBR is constructed of alternating layers of two materials havingChapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 12
dierent refractive indices. The layers are designed to have an optical thickness of 
4
so that light reected from each interface constructively interferes. This leads to the
creation of a stop-band and hence for wavelengths of light within the stopband the DBR
acts as a high-reectance mirror (g 2.6).
The maximum reectivity, Rmax of a DBR is at the centre of the stop band [24]. The
reectivity increases with the number of layers, N and with the refractive index contrast
of the pair. If nc < n1 or n2 and ns > n1 or n2, as is often the case for a bottom DBR,
the maximum reection is achieved with a DBR of 2N layers and with n1 < n2. In
the case of a top DBR, light transmits into air which has nt = 1 or n2 then maximum
reection is obtained with a DBR of 2N + 1 layers and with n1 > n2 [25].
When two such high-reectance DBRs are attached to a layer with an optical thickness
integer times of c
2 (c  ), a cavity resonance is formed at c leading to a sharp increase
of the transmission T at c[25]:
T =













 T  1 depending on . One characteristic parameter of the cavity quality is












where c is the width of the resonance. If the cavity length is 
2, Q is the average
number of round trips a photon travels inside the cavity before it escapes. Figure 2.6
gives an example of the reection spectrum of a cavity with Q ' 1000, calculated using
the transfer matrix method. Figure 2.8 shows the eld intensity distribution jE(z)j2
of a resonant TE-mode. The eld is concentrated around the centre of the cavity. Its
intensity is amplied compared to the free space value, yet unlike in a metallic cavity,
the eld penetration depth into the DBRs is much larger. The eective cavity length is
extended in a semiconductor microcavity as [25]:Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 13
Figure 2.6: Top: Reectance of a DBR calculated using the transfer matrix method,
with n1 = 3 and n2 = 3.9, the highly reective stop-band is easily identied. Bottom:
Two DBRs have been combined to form a microcavity, with a cavity resonance at
849.5nm.







The planar DBR-cavity connes the photon eld in the z-direction but not in plane.
Incident light from an angle  relative to the z-axis has a resonance at c
cos. As a result,Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 14
Figure 2.7: The dispersion curves of a cavity resonator. Modes n = 1 - 3 have been
plotted. The 2D free photon dispersion is indicated by the dashed line.








where kk = nc
2
c. Also there is a one-to-one correspondence between the incidence angle












for kk  k?
2
c
In the region where kk  k?, we have:Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 15
Figure 2.8: A simulation of the electric eld distribution inside a 3
2 microcavity. The

































Exciton polaritons were rst conceived by Huang [4] and later Hopeld [5]. Initial studies
focussed on three dimensional systems. Due to translational symmetry, each exciton
is strongly coupled to a single photon mode in an innite crystal and the resulting
coupled mode excitation, the polariton, is the true propagating mode inside the system
[26]. Therefore photoluminescence should provide direct measurement of the polariton
states. However the static nature of polaritons means that photoluminescence requiresChapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 16
propagation to the crystal surface, making it complicated to interpret [7]. The pioneering
work of Weisbuch in 1992 [8] moved the study of polaritons into two dimensional systems.
He placed QWs at the antinodes of the microcavity photon eld to maximise the exciton
photon coupling.
Using the rotating wave approximation, the linear Hamiltonian of the system is written
in the second quantisation form as [26]:




















kk is the photon creation operator with an in-plane wavenumber kk and longi-
tudinal wavenumber kc, determined by the cavity resonance, ^ e
y
kk is the exciton creation
operator with in-plane waveneumber kk, and ~
 is the exciton-photon dipole interaction
given by the exciton optical matrix element M (2.5), where M is non-zero between modes
with the same kk. Following [26] for example, the above Hamitonian can be diagonalised
by the transformation:
^ pkk = Xkk^ ekk + Ckk^ akk (2.20)
^ qkk =  Ckk^ ekk + Xkk^ akk (2.21)










The new operators (^ pkk; ^ p
y
kk) and (^ qkk; ^ q
y
kk) are the eigen modes of the system. They are
called the lower polariton (LP) and upper polaritons (UP), corresponding to the lowerChapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 17
Figure 2.9: A calculation showing the dependence UP and LP energies on detuning,

and upper branches of the eigen energies. A polariton is a superposition of an exciton
and a photon with the same in-plane wavenumber kk. The exciton and photon fractions
of the lower polariton are given by the amplitude squared of Xkk and Ckk which are
reered to as the Hopeld coecients [5] and must satisfy the relationship:
jXkkj2 + jCkkj2 = 1 (2.23)























At E = 0,jXj2 = jCj2 = 1
2, and the LP and UP are exactly half photon half exciton,
as can be seen in gure 2.10.





Eexc + Ecav 
p
4~2
2 + (Eexc   Ecav)2
i
(2.26)
When the uncoupled exciton and photon are at resonance, Eexc = Ecav, lower and upper
polariton energies have the minimum separation EUP  ELP = 2~
, which is often called
the `vacuum Rabi splitting' in analogy to the atomic cavity Rabi splitting. Due to the
coupling between the exciton and photon modes, the new polariton energies anti-cross
when the cavity energy is tuned across the exciton energy. This is one of the signatures
of `strong coupling' (g 2.9). When jEcav   Eexcj  ~
, the polariton energies reduce
to the same as the photon and exciton energies due to the very large detuning between
the two modes, and the polariton is no longer a useful new concept.
We dene  as the detuning between the exciton and photon energy at kk = 0:









for which Ecav(kkc) Ecav(0)  ~
. Given , equation 2.26 gives the polariton energy-
momentum dispersions. At kk  kkc, the dispersions are approximately parabolic:





The polariton eective mass is the weighted harmonic mean of the mass of its exciton



















where X and C are the exciton and photon fractions given by eqns (2.24, 2.25), mexc
is the eective exciton mass of its centre mass motion, and mcav is the eective cavity
photon mass given by (2.17). Since mcav is much smaller than mexc:
mLP(kk  0) '
mcav
jCj2  10 4mexc (2.32)
mUP(kk  0) '
mcav
jXj2 (2.33)
The very small eective mass of LPs at kk  0 determines the very high critical tempera-
ture of phase transitions for the system. At large kk  kkc, where Ecav(kk) Eexc(kk) 
~
, dispersions of the LP and UP converge to the exciton and photon dispersion respec-
tively, and LP has an eective mass mLP(kk  kkc)  mexc. Hence the LP's eective
mass changes by four orders of magnitude from kk  0 to large kk. Figure 2.10 shows
the eect of changing  on the polariton dispersion.
When taking into account the nite lifetime of the cavity photon and QW exciton, the





Eexc + Ecav + i(cav + exc) 
p
4~2
2 + [Eexc   Ecav + i(cav   exc)]2
i
(2.34)
where cav is the out-coupling rate of a cavity photon due to imperfect mirrors, and exc
is the non-radiative decay rate of an exciton. Thus the coupling strength must be larger
than half of the dierence in decay rates to exhibit anti-crossing, i.e. to have polaritons
as the new eigen modes. In other words, an excitation must be able to coherently transferChapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 20
Figure 2.10: a) - c) LP and UP dispersions plotted for negative ( =  5meV ),
zero ( = 0), and positive ( = +5meV ) detunings. d) - f) show the corresponding
Hopeld coecients for the LP.Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 21
between a photon and an exciton at least once. When ~
 
(cav exc)
2 , we describe
the system as being in the strong coupling regime. In the opposite limit, when excitons
and photons instead are the eigen modes, the system is said to be in the weak coupling
regime, and the radiative decay rate of an exciton is given by the optical transition
matrix element. We are mostly interested in microcavities with exc  cav  ~
,
hence equation (2.26) gives an accurate approximation of the polariton energies.
From their origin as a linear superposition of an exciton and a photon, the lifetime of
the polaritons is directly determined by exc and cav as:
LP = jXj2exc + jCj2cav (2.35)
UP = jCj2exc + jXj2cav (2.36)
For the GaAs system under study in chapters 6 and 7 cav =110 ps and exc 1
ns, hence the polariton lifetime is mainly determined by the cavity photon lifetime:
LP ' jCj2cav. Polariton decays in the form of emitting a photon with the same kk and
total energy ~! = ELP;UP. The external emitted photon eld carries direct information
of the internal polaritons, such as the energy dispersion, population per mode, and
statistics of the polaritons.
2.5.1 Comparison to bulk polaritons
In bulk semiconductors, the coupling strength between exciton and photon is relatively
large due to the full overlap of their three dimensional wavefunctions. This results in
polaritons being eigen modes of the system. However, in bulk systems, a polariton has
the same wavenumber as that of its exciton and photon constituents: k 
nbulkEexc
~c  kc,
rather than kk 
p
k2   k2
c  kc in the case of a QW microcavity polariton. It is
vulnerable to various dephasing channels and the thermal equilibrium state of the system
consists of mostly k  0 photon-like modes, rather than kk  0 LPs in the case of a
QW-microcavity.Chapter 2 The Theory of Semiconductor Microcavities 22
Figure 2.11: A comparison between the dispersions of microcavity and bulk polari-
tons. Notice that in the bulk regime the LP is outside of the light cone.
Inside the bulk, the LP is outside of the optical cone 2.11 and does not directly couple
to light. Furthermore, a bulk polariton does not couple out of the system until it hits
the surface of the crystal and is subject to scattering by crystal defects and impurities
as well as other excitons and polaritons. All of these factors make studying polaritons
in bulk material extremely dicult.Chapter 3
The Theory of Polariton Lasing
and Bose-Einstein Condensation
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) is the interesting phenomenon where bosons accu-
mulate in the same degenerate quantum state. The rst theoretical application of BEC
was by London in 1938 [27], where he used it to explain a phase transition seen in liquid
helium, right after the discovery of superuidity in the same system [28; 29]. In 1962
Moskalenko [30] suggested that BEC of excitons was possible in the solid state. Huge
eort was put into demonstrating this experimentally and in 1995 Wolfe appeared to
demonstrate BEC of the ortho-excitons in bulk Cu2O. However it was later found that
the system had not been able to reach its critical density [31; 32; 33]. In the same year,
the rst unambiguous realization of BEC was achieved in dilute atomic gases [34; 35; 36].
A year later, in 1996, Imamoglu and Ram [9] proposed that exciton-polaritons, could
exhibit BEC in a solid state system. With huge potential for new physics and interest-
ing opto-electronic devices, such as the polariton laser (pLaser), great eort was spent
working to realise a polariton BEC and in 2006 Kasprzak et al [2] successfully observed
BEC in a CdTe semiconductor microcavity at 5 K. Since then there have been further
reports of polariton BEC at low temperature [14; 15].
The small mass of the polariton means that critical temperatures exceeding 300 K should
be achievable and our work has focussed on observing BEC at room temperature, along
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with the operation of the rst room-temperature pLaser. In order to put our work in
context, this chapter reviews the basic concepts of BEC. Many comprehensive reviews
of BEC are available in the literature [37; 38].
3.1 BEC of an Ideal Bose Gas
The following derivation follows, for example [37; 38; 39]. BEC of an ideal Bose gas
results directly from quantum statistics. In a grand canonical ensemble, at thermal






where  = 1
kBT ,T is the temperature of the reservoir and  is the chemical potential,








Applied to an ideal gas of indistinguishable particles distributed in `microstates i' of


















(1   e( i)): (3.4)
Using (3.4) we obtain the Bose-Einstein distribution function fBE(i), the total particle
number N, and the total internal energy of the gas E(T;):Chapter 3 The Theory of Polariton Lasing and Bose-Einstein Condensation 25



























The requirement of Ni  0 induces a unique constraint for a Bose gas:   0 (0 is the
energy of the single particle ground state). Hence, at given T, fBE(i > 0) reaches a
nite maxima, while fBE(0) diverges. So (3.7) can be rewritten in terms of the particle
number in the non-degenerate ground state, N0, and in all other states, N0:
N = fBE(0;T;) +
X
i6=0
fBE(i;T;) = N0(T;) + N0(T;); (3.9)
For a given T, the total number of particles in all excited states can not exceed Nc(T) =
N0(T;0). It can be shown that for systems with more than two dimensions Nc(T) is
nite, yet for dimensions of 2 or less an innite number of non-interacting bosons can
always be accommodated in the system. In higher dimensions, if N > Nc(T), the
dierence all goes to the ground state N0(T) = N   Nc(T).








! 0;V ! 0 (3.10)
The ground state n0 =
N Nc(T)
V becomes nite once N > Nc(T). This means that a
macroscopic number of particles condense into the single microscopic ground state, this
is Bose-Einstein condensation.


















where m is the mass,  = p2=2m, and x = =KBTc.
3.1.1 The Bogoliubov Model of BEC
To reveal the physical signicance of a macroscopic n0, we introduce the Bogoliubov
theory which lays down the framework for the modern BEC [40; 41; 42; 43; 39]. The
















where ^ ak and ^ a
y
k are annihilation and creation operators and Vq the Fourier transform
of the interacting potential for the boson-boson scattering.
The rst approximation in the Bogoliubov model is to neglect the condensate uctuations
and replace the operators a0, a
y
0 by complex numbers A0, A
0. As a result the condensate
can be treated as a classical particle reservoir. The second approximation of the model
is to keep only the largest terms of the interacting Hamiltonian, those that involve the
condensate. Therefore equation (3.12) becomes:


















These approximations conserve o-diagonal coupling terms that induce the appearance
of new eigenmodes. The so-called Bogoliubov transformation can then be used to diag-
onalise the Hamiltonian to give [44]:






k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where k, 
y
k are the new bosonic operators.
As a result the Bogoliubov dispersion, EBog is dened as:
EBog(k) =
p






is the unperturbed quadratic dispersion, which is recovered if N0 = 0.












These phonon-like modes are called the Bogoliubov quasi-particles, or, the Goldstone
modes.
3.2 Polaritons for BEC Study
As composite bosons, with fermionic as well as photonic constituents, polaritons are
an ideal system for exploring both cavity QED and many particle physics. A variety
of quantum phases are predicted for polaritons, including BEC and superuidity [45;
46; 47; 48; 49]. Compared to other BEC systems, such as atomic gases and excitons,
polaritons have vastly dierent length, energy and time scales [39] as detailed in table
3.1. As such polaritons possess many unique advantages for BEC research.Chapter 3 The Theory of Polariton Lasing and Bose-Einstein Condensation 28
polaritons excitons atomic gas













critical temperature >300 K 1-1x10 3 K 1x10 9-1x10 6
thermalisation time/lifetime 0.1 - 10 10 2 10 3
Table 3.1: Typical scales associated with the dierent BEC systems.
First of all, the critical temperature of polariton condensation ranges from a few kelvin to
above room temperature, which is four orders of magnitude higher than that of excitons
and eight orders of magnitude higher than that of atoms [50; 51]. It originates from the
very light eective mass of polaritons due to the mixing with cavity photons (eqn 2.30).
Second, microcavity polaritons can be excited, resonantly or non-resonantly, by opti-
cal pumping. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between an internal polariton
in mode kk and an external photon with the same energy and in-plane wavenumber,
propagating at an angle  from the growth direction. The polariton is coupled to this
external photon via its photonic component with a xed coupling rate (eqn 2.35) due to
imperfect mirrors. Hence information of the internal polaritons can be directly measured
from the external photon eld by standard optical techniques, including the polariton's
energy-momentum dispersions and distribution functions. The downside to microcavity
exciton-polaritons is their rapid decay time. This makes thermalisation an issue. How-
ever under suitable conditions the decay time can be an order of magnitude longer than
the thermalisation time.
A critical density Nc must be reached for BEC to occur. This can be a problem in
exciton-based systems, because as densities increase, excitons interact via their fermionic
constituents, the electron and hole, leading to detrimental interactions, for example
Coulomb screening and phase space lling. In a microcavity system, multiple QWs and




NQW , where NQW is the number of QWs. In our experiments,
we have GaAs based samples designed with QWs and room-temperature GaN samples
utilising bulk active material.Chapter 3 The Theory of Polariton Lasing and Bose-Einstein Condensation 29
Figure 3.1: The phase diagram for polaritons in GaN, as calculated in [50]. The solid
line shows the calculated KT phase transition. The dashed lines indicate the boundary
between strong and weak coupling. Notice that BEC is possible at 300K
One of the main obstacles facing the BEC thermodynamic phase transition is the ecient
cooling of hot particles. It is particularly so for relatively short-lived quasi-particles,
excitons and polaritons, in solids which can decay before they thermalise. However
polaritons can undergo bosonic nal state stimulation and this greatly accelerates energy
relaxation of polaritons.
In summary, BEC is the phenomenon where bosons accumulate in the same degenerate
quantum state. BEC has been demonstrated in dilute atomic gases [34; 35; 36] and
microcavity polaritons [2] at low temperatures. There are many challenges to overcome
when designing a semiconductor microcavity which exhibits BEC, however it should be
possible to achieve this at room temperature.
3.2.1 Polariton Phase Diagram
It is possible to use equations (3.25 -3.27) to obtain TKT(n) and thereby plot the polari-
ton phase diagram (gure 3.1). The solid line shows the calculated critical concentration
for a KT phase transition in GaN [50]. The broken lines show the approximate limit of
the strong-coupling regime in a microcavity that come from either exciton screening byChapter 3 The Theory of Polariton Lasing and Bose-Einstein Condensation 30
Figure 3.2: Dispersion relation for the pLaser. The polariton trap in kjj is fed by pair
scattering of excitons at k1;2. Adapted from [11]
a photoinduced electron-hole plasma (horizontal) or from temperature-induced broad-
ening of the exciton resonance (vertical). Below the critical density, if still in the strong
coupling regime, a microcavity operates as a polariton diode emitting incoherent light,
while in the weak coupling regime the device behaves like a conventional light-emitting
diode. Above the critical density, in the weak coupling regime, the microcavity acts as
a conventional laser.
3.3 The Polariton Laser
A polariton laser (pLaser) is an optoelectronic device based on the spontaneous emission
of coherent light by a polariton Bose condensate in a microcavity. Kavokin et al [39]
discuss a simple model for the polariton laser, and the core concepts are described in this
section. This simple model makes a number of assumptions for the sake of simplicity,
which can only be checked in the full quantum approach that is detailed in the following
reference [39]. However they provide a rst intuition as to how the pLaser compares to
conventional VCSELs, and highlight the nature of the inversionless operation.
The model couples N0 polaritons with an exciton reservoir of density Nx, assumed uni-
form over the polariton active mode volume, V. A polariton trap is created in momentum
space by the strong coupling between photon and exciton. At k = 0 the states are split
by the Rabi frequency 
, producing a classical trap for polaritons in momentum space
of depth 
=2 and FWHM ~ck <
p
6
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in high-k states (k1;k2) scattering from each other (see gure 3.2). The quadratic shape
of the exciton dispersion means that for energy and momentum to be conserved during
these pair-scattering events, the excitons must be of suciently high k.
The total scattering rate depends on the occupation of the states involved. The pair
scattering rate
 PS = V [(1 + N0)f1f2(1   f3)   N0f3(1   f1)(1   f2)] (3.19)
where the rst term is the nal-state enhanced scattering into the N0 polariton conden-
sate and the second term is the re-ionization out of this trap. The Coulomb coupling
constant V / e2=(40BaB), where aB is the exciton Bohr radius. The Fermi func-
tions fi = 1=(1 + e(Ei Ef)=kBT) provide an approximate distribution for the reservoir of
excitons at temperature kBT, and Fermi level Ef. Extracting the N0 dependent and
N0-independent parts, this can be written in the form





where R is the stimulated scattering rate and S is the spontaneous scattering rate. For
low temperatures compared to the trap potential depth (kBT < 
=2), pair scattering
only occurs if Ef > 
=2, implying that a sucient number of excitons are needed to
populate states at high enough k for which energy-momentum conservation becomes
possible. For small exciton densities, no pair scattering is possible until the temperature
is raised enough to populate these higher-k states. In the low-temperature regime, f3 = 0
and so R = S implying that only pair scattering into the polariton trap can occur, this
being stimulated by occupation of the k = 0 state. As the temperature increases, the
greater range of populated k1 and k2 increases the pair scattering, although ionization of
polaritons out of the trap is also now possible from very high-k excitons, thus reducing
R compared to S.
At low densities the pair scattering behaves quadratically as expected from a two-body












where d allows for polariton ionization,  nr and  0 are the non-radiative and radiative
emission rates respectively. Below threshold,





the output power Pout = ~!V  nr
p
 0=c corresponds to spontaneous pair scattering
while above threshold, Pout = P   Pth. The associated L   I curve diers from that of
a conventional laser, allowing the possibility of new types of practical applications.
3.3.1 Comparision between Conventional and Polariton Lasing
In a pLaser, absorption at the emission wavelength is extremely weak, even at low exci-
ton densities. Ionization of polaritons from their trap is prevented by the fast relaxation
of high-energy excitons forming a "`thermal lock" (Fig. 3.2). Pair scattering separates
the processes of absorption and emission through control of the exciton k-distribution, in
contrast to conventional lasers for which absorption and emission are intimately linked.
Unlike a conventional laser, the pLaser does not require population inversion, and hence
does not require large carrier densities (threshold is several times less than the trans-
parency density). Laser action can occur as soon as more than one polariton builds up in
the trap, and the pair-scattering rate becomes stimulated by this nal state occupation.
The pLaser works well until the build-up of carriers produces excessive broadening of
the exciton transition resulting in absorption at the polariton energy and collapse of
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3.4 Superuidity
A further phenomenon often associated with BEC is superuidity. A superuid is a
frictionless state that exhibits no spontaneous energy dissipation. Although BEC often
implies superuidity and vice versa, these are two distinct phenomena. For example, the
Kosterlitz-Thouless phase in 2D is an example of a superuid without BEC and BEC
in disordered materials exhibits no superuidity. Unfortunately, microcavity systems
exhibit some photonic and excitonic disorder, reducing the likelihood of obtaining a
superuid phase of exciton polaritons. The Landau criterion for superuidity is [52]:





Therefore a BEC with the dispersion given in 3.15 satises the above criterion when
v < vc.
3.4.1 Kosterlitz-Thouless Transition
In dimension d  2, in the thermodynamic limit, the critical density dened in equation
(3.9) diverges when  ! 0. It can be shown that in d = 2 with constant energy density
of state, long wavelength thermal uctuation of the phase destroys a long range order
[53; 54], and BEC is absent at any temperature T > 0. BEC does exist at T = 0 where
there are only quantum phase uctuations.
However, phase uctuations do not necessarily destroy superuidity. In 2D, it is the
thermal excitation of vortices which destroys superuidity. This leads to a new type of





where ns is the superuid density. Above TKT, vortices are thermally excited and
produce friction, hence as a result, ns and the number of vortices are exponentiallyChapter 3 The Theory of Polariton Lasing and Bose-Einstein Condensation 34
small. Below TKT, single vortices are energetically costly, hence they bind to form
pairs and cluster, with a total binding number equal to zero, allowing percolation of
condensate droplets in which a phase coherent path exists between two distant points.
Hence ns jumps to a non-zero value. The superuid is described by the same Bogoliubov
theory for weakly interacting bosons, and follow the Bogoliubov quasi-particle dispersion
EBog(k) in (3.17). The superuid density ns is related to the normal uid density nn
and total density n by the Landau formula derived in the framework of the two-uid
model (see for example [55]):












A BEC transition at nite temperature is recovered in 2D if the Bose gas is conned
by a spatially varying potential U  r. In this case, the density of states becomes
(E)  2, and the integral in (3.9) converges for  > 0, leading to a nite critical
temperature for BEC transition:
kBT2D
c  (n=m)=(2+) (3.28)
In practice, any experimental system is of nite size and has nite numbers of particles.
With discrete energy levels i(i = 1;2;:::), nite total particle number N, and nite size
S = L2, the critical condition dened in (3.10) can be modied as:









This allows the critical condition to be fullled at Tc > 0 even in a 2D box system of











where t is the thermal de Broglie wavelength. If the particle number N is suciently
large, the transition shows similar features as a BEC transition dened at the thermo-
dynamic limit [56].
3.5 Summary
In summary, this chapter has reviewed the basic concepts of BEC and superuidity and
the uniqueness of microcavity polaritons in BEC research has been highlighted. It was
shown that interactions are necessary to form a genuine BEC, characterised by a sharply
peaked distribution in the momentum-space, and phonon-like low-energy excitations. In
2D, BEC is absent in the thermodynamic limit but survives in a nite system. The basic
concept of the pLaser was then described and comparisons with a conventional laser
discussed. In the next chapter the actual samples studied in this thesis are described.Chapter 4
Samples
A microcavity only exhibits strong coupling if it has been designed appropriately and
the manufacturing technique provides excellent quality crystal growth. The coupling
between exciton and photon depends on the square root of the photon eld amplitude
and its overlap with the exciton. To achieve maximum photon eld the reectivity of
the DBRs should be as high as possible and the cavity length xed at /2. The cavity
reectivity is determined by the number of layers and the refractive index contrast in
the DBR. The surface of the layers must be as smooth as possible to prevent scattering,
and the alloy composition as stable a possible to avoid uctuations in refractive index
and hence reectivity. The exciton linewidth is determined by alloy uctuations, QW
width and material choice. If QWs are to be used within the cavity the photon-exciton
overlap can be enhanced by using multiple quantum wells, however as the number of
QWs increases, it becomes impossible to have them all situated at the anti node of the
photon eld in a /2 cavity. One solution to this problem is to increase the cavity length
from the fundamental /2 to a higher order length, for example 3/2. This provides
multiple anti nodes within the cavity, allowing QWs to be spread between them. It is
also desirable to have narrow quantum wells as this leads to an increase in oscillator
strength and decrease in Bohr radius.
The highest quality samples are based on GaAs, where growth technology is well ad-
vanced and lattice mismatch is low. However, they require operation at liquid helium
temperatures because the small exciton binding energy means that they are not stable
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at higher temperatures. In order to study strong coupling at room temperature we have
switched to GaN, a material system that exhibits excitons with binding energies > 20
meV.
4.1 GaAs Microcavity with InGaAs Quantum Wells
For low temperature studies on high quality GaAs based microcavities there are two
options for the choice of the QW material, GaAs and InGaAs. GaAs has a smaller Bohr
radius and higher oscillator strength and produces the narrower linewidth, however the
heavy hole and light hole are close in energy, leading to more complicated dispersions. In-
GaAs has slightly broader linewidths and a reduced oscillator strength, however strain
inherent within the QWs shifts the light hole to higher energies, simplifying the dis-
persion by only allowing strong coupling between the cavity and heavy hole without
signicant interaction with the light hole. In this thesis a GaAs microcavity containing
InGaAs QWs was studied, as the dynamics are greatly simplied by the absence of the
light hole resonance.
The sample is grown by metalorganic vapor-phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and consists of
two pairs of three 100

A In0:06Ga0:94As quantum wells in 100

A GaAs barriers embedded
at each of the two anti nodes of the optical eld, sandwiched between 17 (20) pairs of
distributed Bragg reectors Al0:18Ga0:82As/AlAs on top (bottom). The optical cavity
length is  3=2 and varies across the sample allowing access to both positive and
negative detunings,  = !ex   !cav( = 0), of the cavity resonance !cav from the
exciton energy !ex. This structure exhibits a normal mode splitting at zero detuning of
7meV, with o resonance cavity and exciton linewidths of 0.5 and 1 meV, respectively.
4.2 Bulk GaN Microcavity
This microcavity sample is based on GaN and designed to work at room temperature.
Unlike GaAs based microcavities, where the introduction of QWs generally optimizes
light-matter coupling (due to the greater exciton-binding energy and better QW overlapChapter 4 Samples 38
Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the hybrid GaN microcavity structure with
its measured reectivity spectrum.
with the cavity standing wave), the nitride-based QWs currently exhibit broad linewidths
and are plagued by the quantum-conned Stark eect [57]. Hence we use bulk GaN mi-
crocavities of a hybrid design (g 4.1). The bulk 3=2 GaN central spacer is sandwiched
between a bottom 35 period Al0:85In0:15N/Al0:2Ga0:8N DBR and a top 10 period dielec-
tric SiO2/Si3N4 DBR, as discussed in [58]. This choice of lower DBR is lattice matched,
reducing the built-in tensile strain occurring during growth, preventing the formation of
cracks and/or dislocations, and leading to a quality factor in excess of  2800 in similar
MC structures [59]. These large-area samples look transparent to the eye and are of
high quality with few scattering defects.
4.3 GaN VCSEL
A GaN based VCSEL is used to compare the output polarisation of a pLaser with
that of a standard laser. A crack-free planar hybrid 5/2 GaN MC containing three
InGaN QWs with a bottom lattice-matched (LM) AlInN/GaN DBR and a top dielectric
(SiO2/Si3N4) DBR was grown by Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne. Figure 4.2
shows a schematic cross-section of the structure fabricated for this work.Chapter 4 Samples 39
Figure 4.2: Schematic cross-section of GaN VCSEL structure.Chapter 5
Experimental Techniques
The complexity of the physics governing semiconductor microcavities requires the mea-
surement of many parameters to provide a comprehensive picture of the state of the
system and the processes governing it. This chapter describes a variety of experimen-
tal techniques all based on optical spectroscopy. Such techniques allow investigation of
scattering and relaxation processes, vital to the understanding of semiconductor micro-
cavities. For example, chapter 6 investigates the dynamics of the microcavity OPO. To
do this, the sample must rst be characterised, this is done using the photoluminescence
techniques described in section 5.3. Continuous wave and pulsed lasers are used to excite
the system using the experimental conguration described in section 5.5. Then to gain
further insight into the processes responsible for the dynamics, the spectral-temporal
detection system, described in section 5.5, is employed.
5.1 Continuous Wave and Pulsed Lasers
One component common to all techniques is the use of laser light as an excitation tool.
However the two material systems studied in this thesis require very dierent photon
energies, with GaN requiring near ultra violet and GaAs near infra red wavelengths.
The primary pump laser source used for all of the laser systems is the Coherent Verdi
solid state laser, which operates at 532nm and can give up to 18W of continuous wave
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power. For experiments requiring continuous wave excitation in the near infrared red the
Verdi pumps a Spectra Physics 3900s Titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Al2O3, Ti:Sapphire)
laser. A birefringent lter within the cavity is used to tune the output laser light in
the region 700 - 1000 nm and can produce up to 500mW of output power. The same
gain medium is to produce pulsed laser light required for time-resolved measurements.
In this case a Coherent Mira 900-F, which produces near transform limited 150fs laser
pulses with a 10nm bandwidth, is used. This system uses Kerr Lens Mode locking to
produce 150fs pulses at a repetition rate of 76MHz. This system can also be tuned over
the same wavelength range and gives a time-averaged power of 500mW, with a pulse
energy of 7nJ.
Experiments on GaN require excitation in the UV. This is achieved by passing the
output pulses of the Mira rst through a Coherent RegA regenerative amplier, which
reduces the repetition rate to 250kHz and increases the pulse energy to 4J. However
the pulses are still at 800nm. With the high pulse energies it is possible to use nonlinear
mixing techniques to produce pulses of lower wavelength. This is done using a Coherent
OPO 9400, which can be tuned to give pulses anywhere in the range 450 - 700nm.
These pulses are then focussed down through a further mixing crystal (BBO) where a
nal frequency-doubling nonlinear interaction produces pulses in the range 270 - 400nm,
limited by the allowed phase matching conditions determined by the cut of crystal. The
resulting pulses are a few hundreds of femtoseconds in duration and have a time-averaged
power of 10mW.
5.2 Reection and Transmission Measurements
The previous chapter described how a wedge shaped cavity allowed for a variation in
detuning between the exciton resonance and the cavity mode. Reection and transmis-
sion measurements allow the mapping of such detuning variations without introducing
a large population of carriers into the system.
The sample is either mounted on a sample holder (GaN) or on the cold nger of a
large aperture continuous ow cryostat (GaAs). A heavily attenuated broadband lightChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 42
Figure 5.1: A schematic showing the setup used for reection and transmission mea-
surements when studying the detuning as a function of sample position. This particular
example shows the extra beam splitter required for normal incidence reection mea-
surements.
source is directed onto the sample at a known angle and focussed down to a spot size of
less than 100m. The reected/transmitted light is then collected and focussed into an
optical ber which is connected to a spectrometer. When studying the dependence of
detuning on sample position the setup is constructed as in gure 5.1. The excitation and
collection arms are xed at normal incidence and the sample position scanned. However
a full angle dispersion can be measured by removing the beam splitter and attaching
separate excitation and collection optics to metal arms rotating around a pivot point
directly below the sample.
5.3 Photoluminescence Measurements
Photoluminescence measurements allow study of the non-equilibrium emission of radia-
tion from the sample. This occurs when an excited electron relaxes radiatively. In this
thesis PL measurements have been used to map the dispersion of the polariton branches.
A laser beam, tuned to a wavelength lower than that of the DBR stop band, injects car-
riers with energies greater than the polariton branches, this is typically referred to as
`hot injection'. The carriers then relax in energy, populating the polariton branches,
before decaying radiatively. Collection optics similar to those used in transmission mea-
surements are used to collect this photoluminescence. The angle of the collection armChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 43
Figure 5.2: This is a typical detuning dependence seen on a GaAs sample. The
sample is moved in 100m steps over a range of more than 10mm. At each point a
spectrum is measured and these are compiled to make the image shown in the top
panel. In this image blue represents low counts, increasing through to red and then
white. A clear anti crossing between the low wavelength upper polariton (UP) and the
high wavelength lower polariton (LP) can be observed. The wavelengths of the UP and
LP are extracted and plotted in the bottom panel, dotted lines indicating the position
of the bare exciton and cavity modes are shown, the position at which they cross is
zero detuning, which in this example is at 7.5mm. When zero detuning has been found
it is then possible to plot detuning vs sample position as in the middle plot.Chapter 5 Experimental Techniques 44
Figure 5.3: Schematic of a typical photoluminescence experimental setup. A high
energy pump laser is focussed onto the sample to create carriers in the system. A lens
collects the photoluminescence and focuses it down into a bre coupled to a spectrom-
eter. The collection system is mounted on an arm pivoted directly below the sample,
allowing angle dependent measurements to be taken. In this example the sample is
contained within a cryostat for studies at low temperatures.
allows emission angle and therefore in-plane momentum of the polaritons to be studied
and a spectrometer gives information on their energy. Therefore it is possible to build a
picture of exactly where the polaritons relax to within the dispersion before undergoing
radiative relaxation. The ability to change the number of carriers in the system by
controlling the power of the pump laser enables studies on population migration as a
function of power. This is used when studying the bottleneck eect and can be used to
show k-space collapses as in Chapter 8.
5.3.1 Imaging
Imaging techniques have been used in chapter 8 to show how polaritons collapse in real
and momentum-space upon threshold in a room temperature polariton laser. This data
also helps to support the the case of polariton BEC at room temperature. It is possible to
image the photoluminescence using a combination of correctly arranged lenses (Figure
5.5). The simplest arrangement uses an achromatic lens to collect and collimate theChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 45
Figure 5.4: Typical PL data taken using the experimental setup of gure 5.3. Each
trace is a spectrum taken at a dierent angle (angle increasing from 0o (bottom) to
60o(top). This particular data was taken from the GaN microcavity operating at room
temperature.
photoluminescence (the sample placed at the focus of this lens) and then a second lens
is used to focus the collimated light down to form an image. A CCD is used to record the
image. The magnication of the imaging system is given by the ratio of the focal lengths
of the two lenses. Figure 5.6 (a) shows the real space emission of a GaN microcavity
pumped above threshold.
Momentum space can be imaged by removing the second lens in the imaging system,
allowing collimated light to strike the CCD. Figure 5.6 (b) shows the k-space emission
of a GaN microcavity pumped above threshold.
5.3.1.1 Momentum Space Imaging Post-Viva Amendment
The setup described for far-eld (momentum space) imaging assumes that the photo-
luminescnence was emitted from an innitely small spot in real space, in reality this isChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 46
not the case. Therefore Fourier optics should be considered in the design of the far-eld
imaging setup. In particular, a Fourier plane must be established, where a single emis-
sion angle from the entire real-space extent of the photoluminescence is mapped to a
single position on the plane [60].
In the setup described above and shown schematically in Figure 5.5, a Fourier plane
exists at one focal length behind the collection lens. In our experiment the CCD used to
record the far-eld images was situated at approximately thrice the focal length behind
the collection lens, meaning that the was some mixing between the emission angles of
photoluminescence from dierent positions on the sample. However, as described at the
beginning of this chapter, another technique not relying on imaging was used to measure
the angle dependence of the photoluminescence (Figure 5.3) and this showed very similar
results to those gained using the imaging setup. Therefore, although the data collected
using the imaging system is not as accurate as it could have been, it does still give a
good representation of the angular emission prole of the photoluminescence.
5.3.2 First Order Coherence Measurements
Coherence measurements are used in chapter 8 to show that the emission from our
room temperature polariton laser is rst order coherent. The light emerging at 15o to
the sample is collected using a UV achromatic lens to collimate it. This beam is thus
a far-eld section of the angular emission. The beam is passed through a Michelson
interferometer, gure 5.7, where the time delay between the arms can be varied.
The phase stability of the arrangement is such that observed fringes exhibit only slow
drift (>1s). The far-eld light from the two arms is overlapped on either a UV-sensitive
CCD camera, or through an iris and onto a UV-sensitive PMT. By adjusting the angle
between the two overlapped far eld images which interfere, the fringe spacing can be
adjusted. Images are recorded on the CCD over many thousands of emission pulses,
for dierent time delays between the arms. By adjusting the iris diameter to be 10%
of the fringe spacing, separate measurements of the visibility can be taken as the PZT
is scanned. Because this measurement is over a small region in the far-eld k-plane, it
corresponds to integrating the rst order coherence over the real space spot.Chapter 5 Experimental Techniques 47
Figure 5.5: The normal incidence photoluminescence is collected using an achromatic
lens. The resulting collimated light can be directed straight onto a CCD for momen-
tum space imaging, or be focused down using a second achromatic lens for real-space
imaging. The ratio of the focal lengths of the two lenses involved in the real space
imaging setup determines the magnication of the image. Please see section 5.3.1.1 for
a discussion on the shortcomings of this design.
Figure 5.6: Figure (a) shows the real space image of photoluminescence from a GaN
microcavity pumped above threshold, the real space dimensions of the image are 100 x
100 m. Figure (b) shows the k-space image from the same situation, the image shows
15o of emission.Chapter 5 Experimental Techniques 48
Figure 5.7: The rst order coherence is studied by passing collimated normal inci-
dence photoluminescence through a Michelson interferometer. One arm has a xed
length and the second, while the second is controlled by a micrometer stage and piezo
electric transducer. The resulting interference pattern is recorded on a CCD. Increased
dynamic range is achieved by passing a small section of the interference pattern to a
photomultiplier tube and slowly oscillating the length of one arm of the interferometer
with the PZT.
Figure 5.8: Figure (a) shows the image that results when one arm of the rst order
coherence setup is blocked. There is no interference and therefore the k-space emission
is imaged. Figure (b) shows the clear interference pattern resulting from interference
of the beams when the arms of the interferometer are set to have similar lengths.Chapter 5 Experimental Techniques 49
5.4 Polarisation Measurements (single shot and time inte-
grated)
In chapter 8, it is shown that a room temperature Bose-Einstein condensate can be
produced in our GaN microcavity. The critical piece of data supporting this is the shot-
to-shot polarisation statistics. Polarisation is an order parameter of the system and the
statistics show spontaneous symmetry-breaking, required to prove BEC.
Light emerging at 15o to the sample is collected using a UV achromatic lens and col-
limated. The light passes through broadband UV wave plates (half-wave and quarter-
wave) before being split by polarisation beam splitters (care has to be taken over the
angular acceptance and alignment of these optics). In the experiments which use re-
peated measurement of one polarisation basis, a single polarisation beam splitter is
used, and the two emerging beams are individually focussed on to detectors. For Streak
camera measurements, they are focussed onto dierent positions of the input slit of the
Streak camera, and their optical paths made equal so that the two polarisation compo-
nents of each pulse appear at the same time position on the streak image, gure 5.10.
The streak camera is manually triggered, with a gain sucient to record the relatively
weak emission, and many iterations of this procedure produce images from which the in-
tensity of each polarisation component, averaged over each laser shot, can be extracted.
UV-sensitive photo multipliers (PMTs) can be used instead of the streak camera, with
a temporal response of <100ns, and after pre-amplication and pulse clean up electron-
ics, these are recorded using a PC-based ADC card with sample-and-hold facility which
records simultaneous measurements on all channels. The overall time resolution of the
system is < 1s, and allows extraction of the intensity of each polarisation component for
each pulse, over thousands of successive shots (g 5.10 (a)). To allow calibration of the
system a half wave plate is used to swap the polarisation basis between PMTs. By split-
ting the emission into two extra beams using two additional polarisation-independent
beam splitters at near normal incidence, 4 PMTs can simultaneously record pulses (for
instance along Horizontal, Vertical, Diagonal, Right-circular bases) allowing complete
reconstruction of the full Stokes parameters. Linearly polarised laser light is used to
calibrate the system and conrm that no artifacts are present from the polarisationChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 50
Figure 5.9: Schematic showing the experimental setup for measuring the single shot
polarisation of the photoluminescence from a GaN microcavity. An achromatic UV lens
collimates the normal incidence PL, this is then sent through a combination of beam
splitters and wave plates and polarisers, such that all four of the Stokes parameters can
be measured. The repetition rate of the laser is reduced to 100kHz, giving enough time
between pulses for the PMTs to recover.
splitting optics. Electronic noise in the detection produces a background polarisation
degree in addition to that contained within the optical signal. Hence even perfectly po-
larised input produces a polarisation histogram with some deviation about the average
polarisation. For signal to noise in our measurements this is approximately 8%.
5.5 Pump-Kick
The pump-kick technique is used to study the temporal dynamics of the microcavity
system, gure 5.11. A continuous wave laser is incident on the sample at 16 degrees and
tuned to an energy suitable for the operation of the micro-OPO described in section 6.
A pulsed laser beam (named the kick) is also incident on the sample and arranged to
overlap spatially with the continuous wave beam. The kick excites from the back sideChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 51
Figure 5.10: Figure (a) shows the pulses recorded by one of the PMTs. Figure (b)
shows how a streak camera can be used to replace two of the PMTs to simultaneously
measure one of the Stokes parameters.
of the sample, so as to not interfere with the pump optics, and can be set to any angle.
An achromatic lens is used to collect and collimate the emission at normal incidence to
the sample. This is then focussed onto a streak camera, which enables the intensity of
the emitted light to be measured with a time resolution of a few ps.
5.5.1 Spectral-temporal measurements
The self interaction of polaritons leads to a blue shift of the polariton modes. There-
fore population can be ascertained by measuring the energy of the photoluminescence.
Spectral-temporal information can be gained by coupling an imaging spectrometer to
the streak camera. The light passes through the spectrometer, which images in the ver-
tical plane and spreads the wavelengths in the horizontal plane. An image is produced
on its output slit and a pair of lenses image this onto the entrance slit of the streakChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 52
Figure 5.11: A cw pump laser is incident on the sample and tuned so that the
microcavity operates as an OPO. A pulsed laser is directed onto the sample from the
opposite side and overlapped with the pump spot. The pulsed laser is designed to
perturb the operation of the OPO. A lens is used to collect and collimate the normal
incidence emission. A streak camera is used to record the temporal dynamics of the
emission intensity.
camera, Figure 5.11. The result is a streak image that has wavelength on its horizontal
axis, time on the vertical, and colour scaling representing intensity. An example of such
data is shown in gure 5.12
5.5.2 Time-resolved Imaging
Spatio-temporal information is gained by imaging the photoluminescence from the sam-
ple onto the entrance slit of the streak camera. However, the input slit required to
achieve high time resolution means that the streak camera can only image in one dimen-
sion (a slice of the 2 dimensional image). In order to recreate the full two dimensional
image a piezo electric transducer is attached to a mirror mount, which directs the imageChapter 5 Experimental Techniques 53
Figure 5.12: Temporally and spectrally resolved data. The perturbation kick pulse
arrives at t = 80 ps.
onto the streak slit. The PZT moves in small steps, translating the two-dimensional
image across the input slit of the streak camera, at each step a streak image is taken
(Fig 5.13). When the entire image has been translated across the slit, the data from the
streak camera can be complied. This essentially allows two-dimensional movies, in real
or momentum space, to be recorded with a time resolution of a few ps. Frames from
such movies are presented in chapter 7.Chapter 5 Experimental Techniques 54
Figure 5.13: A piezo electric transducer replaces the actuator of a mirror mount. This
allows the controlled scanning of an image across the streak input slit. At each position
a streak image is recorded. This data can be compiled to produce a movie of the real
space emission of the microcavity with a temporal resolution of a few picoseconds.Chapter 6
Temporal Dynamics of the
Polariton Optical Parametric
Oscillator
In 2000, Baumberg et al demonstrated the operation of an optical parametric oscillator
(OPO) in a semiconductor microcavity. The substantially reduced threshold and smaller
size of the microcavity compared to conventional crystal based OPOs has ignited interest
in the development of such systems. The drawback of the initial experiments was their
need to be performed at liquid helium temperatures. However, while material growth
technology is being driven forward to enable operation of microcavity OPOs at room
temperature, as will be discussed in chapter 8, in this chapter we study the properties
of the OPO operating at liquid helium temperatures.
There has been little experimental research into the temporal dynamics of the microcav-
ity OPO system and particularly how it reacts to perturbations in pumping power. In
this chapter we report on experimental studies of the perturbation dynamics in the GaAs
based sample detailed in Section 4.1. An optical pulse is injected into a working CW
OPO to perturb it from an equilibrium state. The dynamics are studied by observing
the temporal dynamics of the OPO signal emission intensity. A model is constructed to
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explain the experimental results before conclusions are drawn on the physical processes
that govern the dynamics.
6.1 Optical Parametric Oscillators
OPOs are nonlinear resonators oscillating at optical frequencies in which a coherent
pump wave is converted into coherent `signal' and `idler' waves of dierent frequencies.
Conventionally OPOs are based on nonlinear (2) crystals and have been successfully
commercialised, but they also provide an almost unique environment for research into
non-classical phenomenon such as quantum entanglement [61]. In 2000 Baumberg et al
[11] reported the use of a semiconductor microcavity as an OPO, shrinking the size of
the device by a factor of 10,000. This was made possible because the polariton trap
present in the lower polariton branch of the microcavity dispersion eciently channels
energy from the pump via a (3) parametric scattering process. Figure 6.1 shows a
cartoon representation of the dispersion, indicating the position of the OPO states and
the scattering process. The pump, signal and idler states are all resonant within the
system and these interact via the Coulomb interaction of the excitons. The quantum
properties of the microcavity inhibit spontaneous emission into non oscillating modes
and enhance the stimulated scattering. These combine to reduce the threshold compared
to nonlinear crystal systems by more than 100 [11].
6.2 Modelling the OPO
The microcavity OPO reported in 2000 [11] was operated in the steady state regime,
under continuous wave excitation. In this section we will build a simple model to describe
the system and use it to t some experimental data. The model will then be extended
in later sections to help describe the dynamics of the OPO.
As is indicated in gure 6.1, the microcavity OPO operates on the LPB of the dispersion
of the semiconductor microcavity. The LPB contains many states at diering k values.
However modelling the interactions of such a large number of states is a complicatedChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 57
Figure 6.1: A cartoon showing the polariton dispersion with the positions of the
pump, signal and idler states. The arrows represent the parametric scattering process,
where two polaritons in the pump state scatter to the signal and idler state. The
scattering process is ecient as energy and momentum are conserved.
procedure requiring a large amount of computer processing power. Therefore to simplify
the theoretical approach we reduce the number of states described by the model to just
three. The rst state is dened by the angle of incidence and energy of the excitation
laser, which injects polaritons into the system. This state is named the `pump' state
and resides at the point of inection on the LPB. In our system this corresponds to an
excitation angle of 16 degrees and an excitation energy, !cw = 1:452 eV. The other two
states are dened by the energy and momentum conservation laws:
2p = s + i (6.1)
2kp = ks + ki (6.2)
where  is the energy and k the in-plane momentum of pump (p), signal (s) and idler
(i) states respectively.
The unique shape of the LPB, coupled with the assumption that only a single pump
state is populated by the excitation laser, means that there is only one combination of
signal and idler states that satisfy these conservation laws. The signal state is at theChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 58
bottom of the polariton trap, with zero in-plane momentum, and therefore the idler has
twice the in-plane momentum of the pump state, at an angle of 32 degrees to normal
incidence.
The Hamiltonian in Appendix A has been used to create a set of rate equations, de-
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where N is the population,  the lifetime, and  the energy of the signal (s), pump (p)
and idler (i) states, V is the interaction constant, F describes injection of polaritons
via an external pump, and X is the excitonic fraction given by equation 2.24. The
fourth equation describes the dynamics of a complex correlation term, controlling the
interaction between the states. It is constructed of three terms: the rst describes a
reduction in correlation due to decay of the polaritons, the second describes a change
in correlation due to self interaction of the polaritons resulting in a renormalisation of
the lower polariton branch [62], and the third term describes both spontaneous and
stimulated scattering of polaritons between the states.
This is of course a simplied model. The dispersion contains many states at dierent k,
and in reality scattering could take place between any two states. An example would be
two polaritons in the signal state scattering from each other, one to the pump state and
one to another state with energy  = s   (p   s) and wave vector k = ks   (kp   ks);
such o-branch processes have been studied by Savvidis et al [63]. Importantly, theseChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 59
o-branch scattering events have a low probability of occurring, justifying their exclusion
from the model. A further simplication is the assumption that the pump is a plane
wave, and therefore there is no variation in real space, of course in an experiment the
pump state is excited optically by a laser beam with a Gaussian prole, therefore the
eective size of the pump term F and hence the population of polaritons is not a constant
in space. Such eects will be investigated further in Chapter 7.
6.2.1 Steady-State
Experimental results show that for all pump powers the system settles down into steady
state operation [11]. As the system reaches a steady state, we can assume that the
blueshift terms do not aect the resonance condition of the OPO. Therefore the theoret-
ical model shall be simplied by removing the blueshift term in equation 6.6. In doing
this the complex correlation function c remains purely imaginary, and we explicitly use
C = Im(c). We also make the assumption that the decay rate  is the same for all
three states and dene  = 1=. In reality the 3 states have slightly dierent decay
rates, however this assumption should make no signicant dierence to the dynamics of
the system but will allow steady state solutions to be solved easily. The rate equations
describing the system now become:
_ Np =  Np   4Dc + F (6.7)
_ Ni =  Ni + 2DC (6.8)
_ Ns =  Ns + 2DC (6.9)
_ c =  2c + D

N2
p(1 + Ns + Ni)   4NsNi(Np + 1)

(6.10)
where D = V=~ is the redened coupling constant.
If the pump term, F is xed and has no time dependence then a steady-state equilibrium
condition can be reached. The system of equations can then be solved to give:Chapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 60
Figure 6.2: A comparison between the steady state power dependence of the OPO
system for dierent ratios of =D, the decay rate and interaction constant respectively.
Population of the signal state, Ns and pump state Np are plotted against input power.
The input power is normalised to a threshold value calculated using equation 6.16. A
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(6.13)
where f = F=.
This leads to a cubic equation in the equilibrium signal population,
16N3   12fN2 +





N + f2 = 0 (6.14)
The solution of this equation depends only on the pump rate f and the ratio 
D as
expected.  is given by the linewidth of the polariton mode. This is measured exper-
imentally to be 0.5 meV. D is the interaction constant and can be estimated from
the blueshift 1 of the LPB at threshold to be 0.25 meV. Therefore =D  2 in our
1from [64] the blueshift ~ s = 2DNs, the blueshift just above threshold is measured to be 0.5meV.
At threshold Ns= 1 by denition, therefore D0.25meVChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 61
Figure 6.3: Experimental data for the power dependence of the steady-state OPO
(blue dots) is overlaid with that of the theoretical model detailed in equation 6.14. A
=D ratio of 10 was found to t best.
system. The theoretical solutions for the dependence of Ns and Np on F are shown
for values of 
D = 1;10;100 in gure 6.2. Several features are evident. Only if   D
does a pronounced threshold appear with a quadratic region at low pump powers and a
linear-like region above threshold. As   D, the threshold is washed out and a truly
thresholdless OPO results. Figure 6.3 shows a t to experimental data, from this we
can conclude that in our system 
D  10, which is in good agreement with the estimate
of D  2 made using the linewidth and blueshift measurements.
The threshold pump rate can be found by solving (6.14) for the condition in which the
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Henceforth we use the scaled pump power s = f=fth to describe the operating condition
of the OPO.
6.2.2 Steady State Band Renormalisation
Earlier in this section we made a simplication to our model by removing the polariton
self interaction terms from the complex correlation function. This simplication con-
tradicts a theoretical stability analysis of the microcavity OPO by Whittaker [65]. He
found that for a particular pump excitation energy, p, there exists an upper threshold
pump power, above which the OPO is no longer stable. This is due to the renormali-
sation of the lower polariton branch, in response to polariton self interaction. Thus his
model predicts that the OPO should turn o above a certain pump power. We have in-
vestigated this experimentally by performing two power dependences, as shown in gure
6.4. The black diamonds show the power dependence when the pump energy is tuned
to give optimum signal power for each pump power, and the red circles in the gure
show the dependence when the energy of the CW pump is xed at that energy giving
the optimum signal just above threshold. In both cases at low powers there is very little
emission from the signal state, and what is measured is due to spontaneous emission.
However beyond a threshold pump power, the OPO switches on. This occurs when the
population of the signal state reaches unity and stimulated scattering is turned on. The
horizontal axis of the graph has been rescaled to show pump power normalised to this
threshold power. For powers at and slightly above threshold the two curves follow a
similar trend, however when the normalised pump power, s  1:5 the two curves begin
to deviate from one another. In the case of xed pump energy the rate of increase of the
OPO signal power begins to drop. On the same graph the energy of the OPO emission
is plotted for the case when p is xed. Just above threshold s begins to increase, i.e.
the lower polariton branch is renormalised and blueshifts, however as the pump power
is increased further the emission energy clamps. This is because the conservation con-
ditions stated in equations 6.1 and 6.2 determine the emission energy, and the states
cannot move more than their linewidth (0.5 meV) away from these resonance energies.Chapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 63
Figure 6.4: Data showing the power dependence of the OPO emission for two pumping
conditions. In one case the pump energy is xed (red circles) and in the other it is tuned
with power to give optimum signal (black diamonds). The blue crosses show the energy
of the OPO emission in the case of xed pump energy.
Whittaker [65] explains this result as a consequence of the plane wave approximation
used in the OPO model. In reality the Gaussian prole of the pump spot means that
for high pump powers, the regions in the centre of the spot cross the upper threshold
and the OPO switches o, yet for the same power regions in the tail of the Gaussian
become suciently populated that the OPO turns on. The eect is that for spatially
integrated experiments, as described in this chapter, the signal emission does not turn
o for pump powers above the threshold when the pump energy is xed. Inclusion of
the energy shifts in our steady state model would mean that an equilibrium condition
would not be reached for range of pump powers. We have shown that this is not the case
experimentally and therefore justify its exclusion from the steady state model. However,
energy shifts are clearly present in the system and will be reintroduced to the model
once a steady state solution has been reached.
6.3 Dynamics Under Perturbation
In the previous section the concept of the microcavity OPO was introduced and a simple
model was created to describe the population of the OPO states under continuous waveChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 64
Figure 6.5: Experimental results showing the dependence of the perturbation dy-
namics of the OPO as a function of cw pump power, F. Below threshold (25mW) the
perturbation acts to increase the signal emission. Above threshold however the pertur-
bation causes a dip in the signal emission intensity. The time of the dip is below that
of the resolution of the detector (10ps). Notice that the depth of the dip is dependent
on s.
pumping. In order to understand more about the interactions and processes governing
the OPO, we now introduce an experiment to perturb it from its equilibrium state,
allowing its recovery dynamics to be observed. This is achieved experimentally using
the pump-kick technique described in section 5.5. It uses a continuous wave excitation
laser, as in the previous section, to create a steady state OPO at equilibrium. A 1
ps laser pulse, with a bandwidth of 1 nm is then incident on the pump state, rapidly
injecting polaritons, transiently increasing the population of the state Np. This `per-
turbs' the system by taking it out of equilibrium. It will stay out of equilibrium until
the surplus polaritons decay from the system. Scattering between polaritons allows their
redistribution between the three OPO states during this period of perturbation. This re-
distribution will be tracked experimentally by temporally resolving the output intensity
of the signal state using a streak camera; the number of photons emitted is proportional
to the number of polaritons in the state.
The power of the perturbing pulse, referred to as the `kick', is chosen such that it injects
approximately 10 times the number of polaritons into the system as the cw pump atChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 65
Figure 6.6: Plots showing how the theoretical model reacts to a perturbation of the
pump state. In this case the perturbation is dened as a transient increase in the pump
population. Although the timescale of the dynamics is correct, it unfortunately predicts
an increase in Ns and does not t the experimental data.
threshold2. Figure 6.5 shows the temporal response of the signal state as a function of
the normalised cw pump power, s. It can be seen that when the OPO is pumped below
threshold (s < 1), the eect of the perturbation is to increase the signal population.
This can be explained as either an increase in the spontaneous scattering from the
pump state to the signal state, or momentary `turn-on' of the OPO. As s > 1 the nature
of the dynamics changes completely. In these circumstances the perturbation causes a
decrease in Ns. This transient `dip' in Ns, recovers on a timescale within the resolution
limit of the detection system (10ps). It is also apparent that the depth of the dip depends
on s, this trend is discussed later.
In order to model this experiment, the pump term in equation 6.7 is redened to have
both time-dependent and time-independent components:
F = Fcw + Fkick(t): (6.17)
The system is simulated for a range of values of s and the resulting traces are shown in
gure 6.6. Initially running in its steady state, at some time, tk, the kick pulse injects
2The kick pulse has a time-averaged power of  0.1 mW and repetition rate of 80 MHz resulting in
1 pJ per nanosecond pulse, the overlap of pulse spectrum with the LPB mean that  10% of this is
absorbed by the system, so approximately 0.1 pJ is injected per pulse. The cw laser has a time averaged
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polaritons into the pump state. The model shows an increase in the signal population
for all values of s. In its current form the model is just a system of coupled non-linear
oscillators. It therefore exhibits the usual dynamics of relaxation oscillations, whose
frequency depends on population and the damping coecients (in our case ). In the
polariton system, these are a result of nal state stimulated scattering, a feature of
Boson statistics. As s is increased, Ns and Ni increase accordingly, therefore stimulated
scattering is enhanced and the rate at which polaritons are `sucked' into the signal
state from the pump state increases. For very high values of s the population of the
states become suciently large that stimulated backscattering becomes important and
the system goes into oscillation.
Although the model shows many interesting features, it does not recreate the transient
dip in Ns seen experimentally. Polariton self interaction must be added to account for
the reduction in signal emission upon perturbation.
6.3.1 Blueshift Eects
As discussed earlier in the chapter, the self interaction of polaritons leads to a blueshift of
the polariton branches. Theoretically this leads to an upper threshold [65], above which
the OPO is no longer resonant and switches o. However, complete switching o the
OPO is not seen experimentally and the discrepancy is thought to be due to the plane
wave approximation in the theory. In order to model the steady state OPO, the blueshift
term was removed from the correlation function and this model gave a good match to
the steady state power dependence measured when tuning the pump energy with power.
However, this simplied model is not able to reproduce the temporal dynamics shown
in gure 6.6.
We dene the blueshift of the LPB at the pump state, ~ p as the dierence in energy
between the LPB under perturbation, !p and in steady state operation, !0
p.
~ p = !p   !0
p (6.18)Chapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 67
Figure 6.7: Temporally and spectrally resolved data taken using the setup described
in section 5.5.1. The perturbation pulse arrives at t = 80 ps. Upon arrival the kick
acts to blue shift the emission by 0.5 meV and signicantly reduce its intensity. Some
steady state emission remains, particularly at the low energy side. The long timescales
are due to the use of non resonant perturbation, as described later in the chapter.
The blueshift of a state is dependent on the total number of particles in the entire system
[64][62]:
~ p = Xn [Xi(Ni   Ni0) + Xs(Ns   Ns0) + Xp(Np   Np0)] (6.19)
where Xn is the exciton fraction of the state in question.
Therefore, one eect of the transient introduction of extra polaritons into the pump
state is to blueshift all of the states from their equilibrium steady state energy. We show
this experimentally by spectrally and temporally resolving the signal emission during
perturbation 3 (g 6.7). When the kick arrives there is an instantaneous blue shift of
>0.5 meV and the signal emission intensity drops signicantly. Interestingly the low
energy side of the signal emission is relatively unaected. This can again be explained
by spatial eects due to the Gaussian prole of the pump and kick.
3The increased timescale of this data compared to those seen previously in this chapter is due to a
non-resonant perturbation scheme which is the subject of the latter part of this chapter.Chapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 68
A blueshift of the system has two eects, the rst is a change in the resonance conditions
between the three OPO states, and the second is a detuning introduced between the
energy of the pump laser and the lower polariton branch.
6.3.1.1 Blueshift of OPO Resonance
The blueshift of a state is proportional to its excitonic fraction (eqn 6.19) and this is
wave-vector dependent (eqn 2.10). Therefore the three OPO states blue shift by dierent
amounts.
(Xs + Xi   2Xp)[Xi(Ni   Ni0) + Xs(Ns   Ns0) + Xp(Np   Np0)] (6.20)
The term in the round brackets describes this blueshift-dependent detuning between the
OPO states and is responsible for the switching o of the OPO at high powers, for our
sample at zero detuning the value of this term is  0:03.
The blueshift-induced detuning of the OPO states can be introduced into the model
as a phase shift in the complex correlation term. Hence we relax our condition that c
is purely imaginary and the full complex dynamics of the equations are tracked. The
introduction of a phase shift means the system deviates from the phase-locked OPO
condition (i.e. C real) upon blueshift from the equilibrium condition.
6.3.1.2 Blueshift of OPO Pump Coupling
The energy of the laser (!cw) is xed during an experiment and its linewidth () is
narrow, as is that of the LPB ( 0:5meV ). The coupling eciency of the pump laser is
dependent on the energy overlap of the pump with the LPB. The detuning between the
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Assuming that  = 0 at equilibrium, any blueshift-induced detuning of the lower branch
will reduce the pump coupling eciency. This can be described by an overlap factor, o
which acts on Fcw:
o =
1
1 + 2: (6.22)
As the pump coupling eciency is dependent on the blueshift of a single state and not
the dierence in blueshift between three states as in the blueshift of the OPO resonance,
it becomes a signicant eect at much lower powers.
6.3.2 Comparison between Theory and Experiment
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show how the model reacts when blueshift eects are introduced.
In the rst case the population of polaritons introduced into the model creates a small
blueshift that changes the coupling of the pump laser, but is not great enough to shut o
the OPO resonance. The timescale of the dynamics matches those seen experimentally.
However, no reduction in the signal is seen. Hence we conclude that a blueshift of the
pump coupling is not responsible for the dynamics.
In the second case a much larger blueshift occurs and both pump coupling and OPO res-
onance eects come into play. In this case a clear reduction in the signal state emission
of the OPO can be achieved. The model also shows oscillations in the signal population
during recovery with a period of a few picoseconds. This is below the resolution of our de-
tector and so we would not be see them in our experimental data. The blueshift-induced
detuning between the pump laser and LPB does not reduce the signal emission. This
analysis shows that a blueshift-induced switching o of the OPO causes the transient
reduction in signal intensity seen experimentally.
The dependence of the ratio of the dip depth to the steady state emission intensity on
CW pump power is presented in gure 6.10 for both theory and experiment. In both
cases the ratio is  0:6 and is independent of pump power. This ratio depends on the sizeChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 70
Figure 6.8: Theoretical model of the dependence of the temporal dynamics on CW
pump intensity. Upon perturbation the blueshift acts to detune the LPB from the
energy of the laser, eectively reducing the pump rate.
Figure 6.9: Theoretical model of the dependence of the temporal dynamics on CW
pump intensity. Upon perturbation the blueshift acts to take the OPO out of resonance,
eectively turning it o for a period of time.
of the kick induced blueshift. The agreement between experiment and theory conrms
that sensible parameters are used in the model.Chapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 71
Figure 6.10: Theoretical (red) and experimental (black) ratio of the dip depth to the
steady state emission intensity for dierent CW pump powers.
6.3.3 Weak Coupling
One possible argument to explain the dip is a transition from strong to weak coupling
induced by the perturbing pulse. However, it is not thought that this is the case for the
following reasons. First, the perturbing pulse is designed to introduce approximately as
many polaritons into the pump state as are ordinarily there during steady state operation
at twice threshold. This would not provide enough carriers to drive the system into weak
coupling. Second, the OPO does not turn o completely during perturbation. Finally,
the blueshift data of gure (6.7) clearly shows emission from the pump state during and
immediately after perturbation. No emission was seen at the exciton or cavity mode, as
would be expected if the system were driven into weak coupling.
6.3.4 Summary
In summary, a simple rate equation model, neglecting polariton self interaction, has
been constructed to simulate the steady state operation of the OPO. Experiments have
been performed that investigate the temporal dynamics of the signal state upon injection
of surplus polaritons in the pump state. It was found that when the OPO is operating
above threshold in the steady state regime, the eect of the perturbation was a transient
reduction in the signal state population. The time scale of this dip is resolution limited
(< 10ps) Blueshift eects had to be reintroduced to the theoretical model to t the
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Figure 6.11: Experimental data showing the temporal dynamics of the OPO emission
when the kick excites the exciton reservoir. A recovery time of 1.3 ns is measured, two
orders of magnitude larger than that found under resonant excitation.
switching it o upon perturbation, was the important eect and replicated the data
to a reasonable degree. Hence we have shown that the OPO signal emission can be
transiently reduced by introducing surplus polaritons to the pump state. The time scale
of the reduction is a few picoseconds, set by the polariton decay rate, .
6.4 Tuning OPO Dynamics Using Long-Lived States
In the previous section it was shown that emission from the OPO signal state could
be reduced by an injection of polaritons into the pump state. This reduction was due
to a blueshift of the lower polariton branch caused by the extra polaritons. Therefore
the eect lasted only as long as the carriers in the system - a few ps. The blueshift
acts through the exciton component of the polaritons. Stevenson [66] showed that it is
possible to excite a reservoir of uncoupled excitons in the system. The excitons in this
reservoir sit outside the light cone and are therefore dark. They have a lifetime of 1
ns and therefore we can to use them to extend the timescale of the dynamics seen in
the previous section. In order to achieve this we tune the kick to be resonant with the
exciton energy. A scattering process, either involving two virtual polaritons or a phonon
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Figure 6.12: The energy of the kick pulse is tuned in 0.5meV increments from below
the pump state, up to the UPB. When tuned to be at or below the LPB the dynamics
have a timescale below the resolution limit of the detection system (10ps). However
for higher kick energies the recovery dynamics have a timescale of up to 1ns. It is
interesting to notice that at some energies there is a short peak in Ns as the pulse
arrives.
Experimental data has been collated into an image (g 6.12), to show how the dynamics
of the system depends on perturbation energy, !k. For !k  !0
p (again !0
p is the energy
of the LPB pump state in the steady state), the short-lived dip, investigated in the
previous section, is evident. However, for !k  !0
p, the recovery timescales increase
to as much as 500 ps 6.11. Again there is a reduction in Ns, but under non resonant
excitation the recovery time grows to many hundreds of ps, rather than 5 ps as before.
It was the excitation pulse length and polariton lifetime that determined the timescales
in the resonant experiments, therefore the long timescales seen in these non-resonant
experiments are a result of populating the much longer lived exciton states. Another
interesting feature is the time-resolution-limited peak in emission that occurs before
the dip at some energies. As is shown in the gure, this occurs for energies that are
not resonant with any mode of the system, therefore it could be that this peak is just
scatter of the perturbing pulse. In order to determine the nature of the interaction
between these newly perturbed states and the OPO system the theoretical model will
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6.5 Modelling the interaction between the OPO and long-
lived states
The kick pulse excites a reservoir of states, but in order to incorporate it into the model,
it will be assumed that it actually only populates a single reservoir state. By giving this
state its own lifetime and the ability to interact with the other states, it should provide
a reasonable model of the reservoir of coupled excitons. This state, henceforth called
the kick state, shall have the characteristics of an exciton, with a lifetime of  1 ns. It
shall contribute to the blueshift of the LPB. Scattering from the kick state to the other
three states will be allowed, but a new coupling constant, Dk, will be used. Dk will be
less than D as no parametric processes are available and therefore scattering will be via
phonon interactions. The equations become:
_ Ns =  Ns + 2DC + DkNsNk (6.23)
_ Ni =  Ni + 2DC + DkNiNk (6.24)
_ Np =  Np   4DC + DkNpNk + Fcwo (6.25)
_ Nk =  kNk   DkNk (Ns + Ni + Np) + Fk(t) (6.26)
where C is the correlation term dened in equation 6.13, Nk is the population of the
kick state, k is the kick state decay rate, and Fk(t) the perturbing pulse.
Figure 6.13 shows the result of this model. At time t = 200ps a kick pulse arrives and
populates the kick state. The cw pump power, Fcw is set at 1:5Pth and the lifetime
1=k to be 1ns. Calculations have been performed for dierent values of Dk. Without
introducing any phase shift, the model shows a dip in Ns for all values of Dk. There
is an inverse relationship between Dk and the recovery time and it can used to tune itChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 75
Figure 6.13: The recovery time of Ns is shown as a function of the coupling constant
Dk. The decay time for the kick state is set to be 1ns. The inset shows how tuning
Dk allows the recovery time of Ns to be tuned from 100s ps to 5 ps. Comparison to
experimental data suggests that in this system Dk < 0:001.
from 5ps up towards 450ps. It was expected that Dk would be lower than D = 0:02,
and the inset of gure 6.13 conrms that for the recovery time of the dip to be several
hundreds of ps it should have a value of more than an order of magnitude below this.
When the model is set to include a blueshift related phase shift of the OPO resonance
the entire system shuts o and the signal state population drops to zero. Hence the
long-lived dip appears to be primarily due to the overlap function controlling the pump
coupling. Figure 6.14 shows the overlap function during resonant and non-resonant
excitation. Under resonant excitation, the decay times of the polariton states mean that
the overlap is only present for a few ps, after which the blueshift and therefore overlap
recover to steady-state values and have limited eect. In the non-resonant case however,
the blueshift is determined largely by the population of the kick state, which has a long
lifetime in comparison to the OPO states. Therefore the overlap function signicantly
reduces the eective pump rate, which causes the dip in Nk.
The coupling eciency of the kick into the system and therefore the absorbed kick power
for the non-resonant experiment is much lower than in the resonant experiment. Hence
fewer excitons are excited in comparison and the blueshift is smaller. In the previous
section we showed that the pump coupling becomes important for much lower blueshifts
than the OPO resonance eect. The coupling eciency of the kick is dependent onChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 76
Figure 6.14: The overlap factor is compared between resonant (red) and non-resonant
(black) excitation. The pulse and cw powers are the same in both situations. In the
non-resonant case the recovery of the overlap factor is determined by the polariton
lifetime. In the non-resonant case, the recovery is initially determined by the polariton
lifetime, but then as the population of the three OPO states drops, the dominance
switches to the kick state lifetime, set to be  1 ns.
Figure 6.15: An experiment where the kick is set to be non-resonant and all parame-
ters are kept constant except the kick power, Fkick. This shows that the dip depth and
the recovery time depend on Fkick.
energy. Therefore the energy dependence of the recovery rate (g 6.12) can be explained
as a change in the kick injected polariton population. We performed a kick power
dependence (Fig 6.15) and it shows that the recovery time is dependent on kick power,
with increasing recovery times at higher powers. This would therefore suggest that we
achieve optimum coupling to the exciton reservoir when we kick with an energy of 1.455
eV (from g 6.12), which is the expected exciton energy in this system.
The data is modelled by changing Fk in equation 6.26 and the results are shown in gureChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 77
Figure 6.16: Traces demonstrating how the theoretical model can replicate the ex-
perimental data shown in the previous gure. Here everything is kept constant, except
the power Fkick of the non-resonant perturbation. Although some of the recovery times
vary slightly from the experimental data, the dip depth and recovery time are pro-
portional to Fkick, as in the experiment. The shape of the recovery is also a good
match.
6.16. The model matches the data to a good extent, with dip depth and recovery time
dependent on kick power. This suggests that the variation in kick dynamics with kick
energy can be explained in terms of a change in kicking eciency with energy.
In summary, we can use the exciton reservoir to control the OPO dynamics on timescales
of 100s ps via a blueshift changing the pump coupling eciency.
6.6 Detuning Studies
Three further experiments were performed to support the hypothesis that the blueshift
induced detuning between the pump laser energy and the LPB is responsible for the
dynamics. First we control the detuning manually by xing the pump and kick powers
and performing a CW laser energy dependence. The experimental data (g 6.17) shows
that at low pump energies where the OPO is already detuned from its optimum position,
the eect of the kick is to further increase the detuning, resulting in a decrease in
overlap and hence eciency of the pump laser, resulting in a decrease in signal intensity.
However, for cw energies detuned above the LPB (energies above 1.454 eV as can be seen
by the equilibrium signal level at times before the kick is incident) the extra blueshiftChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 78
Figure 6.17: Experimental data showing the dependence of the OPO signal intensity
non-resonant dynamics on CW pump energy. The kick arrives at t=150ps.
reduces the detuning the overlap is increased, resulting in an increase in signal emission.
This proves that detuning and hence overlap determine the dynamics.
In the nal two experiments we use the power of the CW pump to again control the
detuning between the laser and the LPB. Firstly in g 6.18 the CW laser energy is set to
be resonant with the LPB at threshold. Therefore any kick-induced blueshift decreases
the overlap and hence reduces the pump coupling eciency, resulting in a decrease in
the signal emission. This eect becomes more pronounced at high CW powers, where
the steady state blueshift already creates a slight detuning. Figure 6.19 shows that
the theoretical model does produce dynamics similar to those seen experimentally. The
timescales are correct and the dip depth increases with CW power. However it is not
clear why the experimental data shows a non exponential recovery. The shape of the
recovery is more complex and can not be understood using our model. It is possible
that the spatial eects described by Whittaker [67] are responsible.Chapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 79
Figure 6.18: A non-resonant kick experiment, showing the dependence on cw power,
Fcw. A temporary increase in Ns occurs before a long-lived dip becomes evident. The
height of the peak and depth of the dip are proportional, whereas the recovery time
is inversely proportional to Fcw. Notice the complicated recovery dynamics evident in
some of the traces.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter we have measured the dynamics of an OPO that is perturbed from a
steady state using a pulsed laser. It was found that for resonant perturbation of the
pump state, the dynamics showed a reduction in signal intensity that recovered within
a few picoseconds. Non-resonant perturbation resulted in dynamics with timescales of
 1ns, more than two orders of magnitude longer than the resonant case. This timescale
was attributed to a kick-injected population of excitons.
A rate equation model was introduced which showed that the dynamics are caused by
a perturbation-induced blueshift of the LPB. In the case of resonant excitation, the size
of the blueshift was enough to bring the OPO out of resonance, shutting it o until the
surplus polaritons had decayed from the system. However, in the case of non-resonant
excitation the kick was able to excite far fewer carriers and, this resulted in a blueshift
that was insucient to take the OPO out of resonance, but did change the coupling ofChapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 80
Figure 6.19: The theoretical model successfully replicates some of the important
features of the experiment. In particular the dependence of dip depth and recovery
time on cw power, Fcw. It does not however replicate the short peak, or complicate
recovery dynamics seen in some of the experimental data.
the cw pump laser with the LPB. It was shown that by varying the detuning between
the pump laser and the LPB the perturbation could be used to increase or decrease the
OPO signal for hundreds of picoseconds.Chapter 6 Temporal Dynamics of the Polariton Optical Parametric Oscillator 81
Figure 6.20: The overlap function responsible for the dip in non-resonant experiments
can be used to produce a peak in Ns. The cw laser was tuned to be resonant when
pumping at s = 1:5, rather than s = 1, the kick-induced blueshift tunes the pump state
into resonance with the pump laser for s < 1:5. When s > 1:5, the blueshift once again
shifts the pump out of resonance and a dip is created.Chapter 7
Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a
Polariton Fluid
Exciton polaritons in microcavities are composite 2D weakly interacting bosons. The
previous chapter showed that stimulated scattering allows a macroscopic population of
the ground state, sometimes referred to as a polariton uid [48]. If the polaritons reach
some kind of thermal equilibrium then a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition is expected to
occur (see chapter 3.4). Spatial disorder in real samples means that a phase transi-
tion to a Bose glass must occur before the superuid transition is reached [68]. It is
predicted theoretically that in this glass phase the polaritons accumulate spatially in
areas where the potential landscape is at a minimum, and as the population builds the
polariton states blueshift to level out the disorder[68]. At some polariton density all of
the disorder is leveled out by blueshifts and the system enters its superuid phase. This
is characterised by a single emission energy across the entire emitting region, which is
predicted to cover 50% of the excited sample area [68]. Recently, many research groups
have started to investigate the spatial properties of microcavity poalritons. Exciting
experimental reports have been announced claiming superuidity of microcavity polari-
tons, proved via observation of the interaction of the polariton uid with defects [69],
and the observation of vortices [70]. However a detailed study of a sample similar to
the one under investigation in this thesis by Sanvitto et al [71] showed that disorder
prevents superuidity even at very high pump powers. Although we can not observe
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superuidity in our sample, it has been shown both experimentally and theoretically
that the microcavity OPO signal state exhibits some interesting spatial features [71].
One of the main simplications of the theoretical model used to explain the results in
the previous chapter was the plane wave approximation, ignoring the Gaussian prole of
the pump beam. In this chapter the spatio properties of the dynamics of the perturbed
OPO are investigated experimentally. Theoretical work by Whittaker [65] [67] has shown
that stability of the OPO manifests itself in the spatial properties of the polariton uid
of the signal state. He shows that just above threshold the polaritons collapse to a
small region in real space centered at the maximum of the Gaussian pump prole. This
occurs because a threshold pump intensity must be reached before stimulated scattering
becomes prevalent, hence this occurs at the center of the pump spot. However, as the
pump power is increased, the central region of the Gaussian pump increases to such an
extent that the OPO is taken out of resonance and switches o. However, for the same
pump power a region in the wings of the Gaussian pump is brought into resonance, and
OPO operation begins in this new spatial region (g 7.1). This manifests itself as a ring
structure of emission in real space. A detailed study by Sanvitto et al [71; 72] showed
that in a sample similar to ours, this turning o of the OPO in its center does occur,
however disorder in the system precludes formation of the ring structure.
The interesting dynamics shown in the previous chapter were explained in terms of the
blueshift of the lower polariton branch. There were two eects: the rst was a reduction
in pump coupling eciency and the second was a loss in the OPO resonance that turned
o the OPO. However the model could not explain some of the more complex recovery
dynamics and it was proposed that these could be due to spatial eects not described
by the plane wave approximation. A theoretical model describing the OPO in real
space is beyond the scope of this thesis, therefore the observations in this chapter are
mainly qualitative and draw on the features explored in the previous chapter and in the
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Figure 7.1: A schematic representation of the power dependence of the spatial features
of the OPO signal state according to the theoretical model of Whittaker [67]. Two
thresholds exist in the OPO (horizontal dashed lines). The pump intensity must be
above the lower threshold and below the upper threshold for an OPO to operate. This,
coupled with the Gaussian prole of the pump beam means that at high intensities the
signal has a ring structure.
7.1 Spatial Overlap
The rst investigation into the spatial properties of the polariton uid will concentrate
on the spatial overlap of the pump and kick beams. This experiment uses an imaging
system to check the spatial overlap of the pump and kick pulse, but spatially integrates
the normal incidence emission intensity.
We have found that the dynamics have some dependence on sample position. This is
attributed to disorder. Therefore, in the following experiments every eort was made to
repeat experiments on the same position of the sample. We choose 5 dierent overlap
congurations. The spot size of the pump and kick beams are made to be the same.
In one case the two spots are completely overlapped, in the other 4 cases the kick spot
is shifted relative to the pump spot by one spot diameter in a given direction. The
schematic on gure 7.6, shows a graphic representation of the overlaps and indicates
the direction of travel of pump polaritons, determined by the angle of incidence of the
pulsed laser. In the `above', `below' and `right' overlap conditions the kick and pump
spots do not overlap and the polaritons of the kick travel away from the pump. In theseChapter 7 Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a Polariton Fluid 85
conditions (green, red and blue traces in g 7.6) the dynamics show a long lived increase
in the OPO signal. This is because in the steady state regime the population density
created in these regions means that the steady state blueshift is insucient to bring the
LPB into resonance with the pump laser. However, the pulse injects polaritons, which
increases the blueshift LPB and decreases the detuning between it and the CW laser.
The pump rate then becomes large enough to allow bring the system above the OPO
threshold , this is referred to as a triggered OPO. The OPO now covers a greater area
of real space and hence the signal emission increases. It is interesting to note that the
triggered OPO lasts for much longer than the polariton lifetime.
In the cases where the beams are overlapped we see more complicated dynamics. First a
decrease, followed later by an increase in the spatially integrated signal emission above
the steady state level. The dip is more pronounced in the fully overlapped case (black).
In the situation where the polaritons are injected spatially away from the pump spot
and then move towards and collide with it (pink) clear oscillations are present in the
intensity of the signal as it recovers. It was initially thought that these oscillations were
an important part of the recovery dynamics, however they were later found to be an
artifact 1. All of these dynamics can be explained using the blueshift-dependent overlap
function described in section 6.6
In summary, we have shown that the spatial overlap of the pump and kick beams play
an important role in the spatially integrated OPO dynamics. The dynamics can be
explained qualitatively using the blueshift-dependent overlap function described in the
previous chapter.
7.2 Spatio-Temporal Measurements
To explore the dynamics occurring within the polariton uid an experiment was per-
formed with spatial as well as temporal resolution. The experimental setup is detailed
in section 5.5.2. An image of the real space emission of the microcavity is projected onto
1It was found that when exciting with a pulsed laser with an energy 43 meV below the LPB, temporal
oscillations were present in transmission/reection with the same period as the data in g 7.6. These are
attributed to reections from the back and front surface of the sample (including the substrate). With
refractive index taken into account these oscillations suggest a feasible sample thickness of 500 m.Chapter 7 Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a Polariton Fluid 86
Figure 7.2: Spatially integrated data showing the eect of pump-kick overlap on the
dynamics of the signal state. The schematic shows the overlap of the kick (coloured)
with the pump (orange) in each of the ve experiments. The direction of travel of
polaritons is towards the right, indicated by the arrow.
the input slit of a streak camera using a combination of lenses. A slit at the entrance to
the streak camera allows a thin slice of the image to enter. It can then provide temporal
information on that slice, with one dimension of the resulting image being time and
the other real space. In order to build up a complete two dimensional image, a piezo
controlled mirror moves the image across the streak input slit in small steps, recording
a spatio-temporal image at each position. This images are then collated in a 3D matrix,
eectively storing a movie of the polariton dynamics. The magnication of the system
allowed a 100 m area of the sample to be studied. The streak camera has a temporal
resolution of up to 5ps. We rst present results on a simple single-beam experiment,
used to test the imaging system by measuring the velocity of injected polaritons. Then
we look at the full spatio-temporal dynamics of the pump-kick experiment.Chapter 7 Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a Polariton Fluid 87
Figure 7.3: A schematic of the lower polariton branch showing the states excited in
the single beam experiment of section 7.3.
Figure 7.4: Real space images of the signal state emission, with sides 100 micron.
The top images are upon excitation with a pulse, the bottom after 15ps. Panels a)
and b) are under normal incidence excitation resonant with the LPB, panels c) and d)
are under resonant excitation at 16 degrees and panels e) and f) are at 16 degrees but
slightly non-resonant (close to the bare exciton energy).
7.3 Measuring Polariton Velocity
In order to test the spatio-temporal detection system a single beam experiment was
devised where a pulsed laser beam is used to inject polaritons into the system in three
dierent scenarios (g. 7.3). No energy ltering of the emission is performed, therefore
a signicant amount of scatter is detected when the pulse arrives at time t=0, allowing
determination of the position of the excitation in real space. Polariton emission from
the k=0 state is temporally and spatially resolved, tracking the 2D real space emission
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Figure 7.4 shows two slices from the 3D data set, for each of the three excitation scenar-
ios, showing the real space emission pattern at times t=0 and t=15 ps. When exciting
at normal incidence, where the polariton has zero in-plane momentum, the polaritons
move a very small amount in real space (g 7.4(a,b)). However, in both of the exper-
iments with 16 degrees excitation (equivalent to  0:5m 1 (g 7.4(c-f)), where the
polariton states have some in-plane momentum, the emission center moves signicantly.
This movement of the emission center has been extracted from the data and is presented
in gure 7.5. Careful calibration of the image magnication allows a velocity to be cal-
culated; in the case of resonant excitation the polaritons move with a speed of  0:5x106
ms 1, and for non-resonant excitation it is approximately twice this value. Hence, the
polaritons travel at  1% of the speed of light, similar velocities have recently been
reported elsewhere [69]. In the case of nonresonant excitation the pulse will excite a
variety states on the lower polariton branch, these states will have dierent eective
masses and in-plane momentum and hence dierent speeds. This explains the dierence
in the velocity between the resonant and nonresonant experiments. The spreading of
the pulse spot under non-resonant excitation also suggest that a number of states with
varying velocities are excited. In the case of resonant excitation the spot size remains
almost xed in time, suggesting that all polaritons have the same velocity and therefore
come from the same state.
7.3.1 Summary
In summary, the spatio-temporal detection system was used to measure the movement
of polaritons with in-plane momentum 0.5 m 1, injected by a short pulse. Their
velocity was calculated to be  0:5% the speed of light, comparable with measurements
reported elsewhere [69]. We suggest that in that under non-resonant excitation a range
of polariton states are excited.Chapter 7 Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a Polariton Fluid 89
Figure 7.5: Temporally resolved real space images have been used to track the mo-
tion of polaritons. A pulse is used to excite create the polaritons at 16 degrees, both
resonantly (black) and non-resonantly (blue) with the LPB. Speeds close to 1% speed
of light are realise in the nonresonant case.
Figure 7.6: Real space images of signal state emission under cw pump (left) and
pulsed kick (right). A white circle is used to give a reference between the images.
7.4 Two Beam Spatio-Temporal Dynamics
An experiment is now reported where the spatio-temporal dynamics of the pump-kick
experiment is studied. In order to do this we choose an overlap between the pump and
kick beams that is slightly o center, such that we get the most interesting spatially
integrated dynamics 7.1. The power and energy of the CW pump are also xed such
that there is minimal detuning between the pump laser and the LPB. This pump-kick
experiment was performed as described in section 5.5.2.
Figure 7.7 is split into two sections, the bottom panel shows the spatially integrated dy-
namics for comparison with the overlap data discussed in the previous section. The topChapter 7 Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a Polariton Fluid 90
9 panels show real space images of the signal emission at dierent times after perturba-
tion. To make the eects clearer to see, the steady state OPO emission prole has been
subtracted from the images. Regions of space which experience an increase (decrease)
in OPO emission are coloured red (blue). Areas unaected by the pulse appear white.
At time t=0 almost the entire real space image shows an increase in signal. This is
thought to be due to scatter of the kick pulse as well as rapid relaxation of kick-injected
polaritons to the ground state 7.3. At later times, in some areas of the image there is a
reduction in OPO emission (blue areas), but at no time does this happen in every region
of the polariton uid. This shows that the temporal dynamics vary within the polariton
uid.
This is highlighted again in gure 7.8 which shows a slice through space, where the
horizontal axis is real space in the x direction and the vertical axis is time (increasing
downwards). This slice is taken at the y position where the kick pulse is maximum at
time t=0. It is clear that the depth of the dip and its lifetime depend on the pump-kick
overlap. In general, areas with lower concentrations recover from the dip more quickly.
Towards the wings of the Gaussian prole of the kick an increase in signal emission is
seen after recovery from the dip. Such features can again be explained using the theory
developed in the previous chapter, where the OPO signal dynamics are determined by
the blueshift-dependent coupling between the pump laser and the LPB.
7.5 Summary
Several common features can be extracted from these spatial studies. Qualitatively, the
theory developed in Chapter 6 describes the dynamics. However, a full two-dimensional
model would have to be constructed to prove this. Firstly, it is clear that the OPO
dynamics depend on spatial distribution of polariton population. Second, because the
spatial distribution of polaritons depends on the intensity prole of the pump and kick
states, by changing their spatial overlap all sorts of dynamics can be achieved in the
spatially integrated data - from an increase, to a decrease, to something that switches
between the two. Third, by spatially resolving the intensity we have shown that theChapter 7 Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a Polariton Fluid 91
Figure 7.7: Spatio-temporal dynamics of a pump kick experiment. The lower panel
indicates the time-resolved spatially-integrated emission. Arrows mark the times at
which images are displayed (labelled a-i). Red (blue) indicates an increase (decrease)
compared to the steady state emission.
polariton uid does not act as a single entity upon perturbation, many dierent dynamics
occur within the polariton uid.Chapter 7 Spatio-Temporal Dynamics of a Polariton Fluid 92
Figure 7.8: A time-resolved slice through the real space image during a pump-kick
experiment. Red (blue) indicates an increase (decrease) compared to the steady state
emission. The time dynamics are dierent at every point in real space, indicating that
overlap and sample disorder are important factors in dynamics. The prole of the steady
state(pulsed) emission has been overlayed in red (blue) dashed lines for comparison.Chapter 8
Room Temperature Polariton
Lasing and BEC
In this chapter experimental data is presented that demonstrates the operation of the
rst room temperature polariton laser. Polariton lasing is the result of bosonic stimu-
lated scattering to a macroscopically occupied state which results in inversionless coher-
ent emission, or polariton lasing. This is in stark contrast to the stimulated emission of
a conventional laser requiring population inversion. Further to this, the emitted polari-
ton laser light exhibits spontaneous symmetry breaking of the polarisation, suggesting
the presence of the rst room temperature Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). This work
was carried out on the GaN-based sample detailed in section 4.2, whose large oscillator
strength and exciton binding energy allows strong coupling at room temperature with
a Rabi splittings of 36 meV [50]. The results presented in this chapter were collected in
collaboration with Stavros Christopoulos and Giorgio Baldassarri.
8.1 Large Area Reectivity
A Jasco UV-Vis spectrometer is used in reection mode to measure the near normal
incidence reectivity of the top dielectric mirror, gure 8.1. It clearly shows the high
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Figure 8.1: Microcavity reectivity at room temperature at near normal incidence.
The arrow indicates the polariton mode and the dashed line shows the position of the
nonresonant pump laser energy. This data was taken with a Jasco UV-vis spectrometer.
reectivity stop band of the DBR along with the lower polariton mode at 3.4 eV, indi-
cated by the black arrow. The full dielectric constants of GaN at 3.4 eV [73], both with
and without the excitonic resonance, have been used in a transfer matrix calculation
giving the dispersion and absorption of the microcavity, Figure 8.2. The eect of strong
coupling manifests itself in the relatively at lower polariton branch, however the up-
per polariton is broadened and almost completely attenuated by the exciton continuum.
The hybrid nature of the microcavity mirrors means that top dielectric and bottom GaN
DBRs have dierent average refractive indices. This leads to dierent in-plane disper-
sions and hence increased detuning with angle. Also, Bragg modes from the GaN-based
DBR stop band cross the dispersion [74].
The photoluminescence setup described in section 5.3 is used to investigate the emission
under non-resonant pumping. Pulses of 150 fs duration are focussed down to a 60 m
diameter spot on the top DBR and the resulting luminescence is collected in a particular
emission direction over an angular range of 3o, and focused onto a UV multimode
collection bre coupled to a 0.5m monochromator and liquid N2-cooled CCD.
Pumping eciency is maximized by tuning the pump energy to be resonant with the
rst Bragg mode, indicated by a dashed line in gure 8.1. The sample is not wedged,
and exhibits a detuning of -10 meV, however some tuning of the cavity mode around theChapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 95
Figure 8.2: Theoretical angular dispersion both without (a) and with (b) the resonant
exciton contribution to the GaN cavity(!LP dashed line, !cav dash-dotted line) for a
slightly negatively detuned cavity ( = -10 meV). As published in [75]
exciton energy,  = !c !x, due to photonic disorder is achieved by scanning around the
sample. PL spectra at low power (<10 W cm 2) are recorded as a function of angle for
a xed spot on the sample, gure 8.3, and are characteristic of results seen over a large
area of the sample. The lower polariton (black dashed line ) is clearly visible increasing
towards the exciton from below. As predicted by the theory the upper polariton PL
is very weak and Bragg modes from the lower DBR also strongly couple to the GaN
exciton, leading to additional anticrossings at high angles (red dashed line) [74]. This
data shows that the microcavity exhibits strong coupling at room temperature. Similar
strong-coupling bulk GaN microcavity dispersions have been previously reported [58][76].
8.2 Power Dependent Characteristics
Figure 8.4 shows the temporally integrated output intensity collected at normal incidence
when the sample is again pumped nonresonantly at the rst Bragg mode. A clear
nonlinear behaviour is found for the emission at  ' 365 nm, with an increase of over
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Figure 8.3: Angle-resolved PL at low powers up to 60o, with Lower (LP) and upper
(UP) polaritons, exciton (X), and Bragg modes (B) marked. This particular set of data
was recorded by Stavros Christopoulos as published in [75].
where R is the reectivity of the top mirror, A is the absorption of the bulk GaN, Ip
is the time averaged pump intensity, fp is the pump repetition rate, r the spot radius
and L the cavity length. R was measured to be 30%. Therefore if it is assumed that
A is also 30%1 N3D  2:2 x 1018cm 3. The Mott density in GaN at room temperature
is given in the literature as ' 1   2 x 1019cm 3 [77][78]. This is also the value of the
transparency density, a lower limit for photon lasing. Therefore, as the threshold density
of this system is an order of magnitude below the transparrency density, photon lasing
cannot be occuring, which therefore implies the operation of a polariton laser. Figure
8.5 shows a photograph of the polariton laser operating above threshold.
These features are similar to the low temperature polariton lasing reported in II-VI and
III-V microcavities at low temperature [1][2][74][60]. A simple model can been used to
t the integrated output intensity [79]:
Iout / r   1 +
r




1the substrate used to grow the microcavity is absorbing a the pump wavelength and therefore a
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Figure 8.4: Emission spectra at pump powers from 20 W to 2 mW at 0o shifted for
clarity.
where r is the pump rate normalized to threshold and p is the number of modes into
which polaritons can spontaneously decay. A t to the integrated intensity is shown in
gure 8.6 (a), using p = 7000.  = 1=p is the probability that the spontaneously emitted
polaritons emerge in the mode which undergoes stimulated scattering [80][81][11].
The polariton laser threshold is dened as the point at which the occupation in any
polariton mode reaches unity. This causes stimulated scattering of polaritons into that
state, due to their bosonic nature, resulting in inversionless coherent emission, or polari-
ton lasing. For a pump power of 4 mW, the emitted power is measured to be 80W. The
number of polaritons per state per pulse above threshold is given by the relationship:Chapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 98





where p is as dened in equation 8.2. In our system this is found to be  105 polariton-
s/state/pulse above threshold Therefore at threshold occupations are estimated to be
10. In reality, the occupation must be 1 at threshold, the discrepency is likely to be
due to uncertainty in the number of modes above threshold.
At the threshold of the exponential power increase, there is a simultaneous collapse in
emission linewidth down to the resolution limit of the detector (1.7 meV) (g. 8.6).
Spectra integrated over 10ms often show multiple line emission, for example emission
lines L1 3 in 8.6 (c). The energy spacing between the sharp emssion peaks is dependent
on sample position and is often irregular. It is thought that the photonic disorder
localizes the polariton condensate laterally (similar to CdTe microcavities [74][60]), with
the dierent modes rst attaining unity occupation on dierent laser shots statistically.
This is discussed further in section 8.4.
As in the GaAs system discussed in chapter 6, as the pump power increases the peak
emission energy blueshifts until it locks at threshold, gure 8.6 (c). This is due toChapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 99
Figure 8.6: (a) Integrated intensity vs pump power (solid points), with t. (b) spectral
linewidth and (c) energy shift of peak emission with pump power (for dierent modes
L1 3).







where Eb = 28 meV is the exciton binding energy, aB = 3.5 nm is the Bohr radius, andChapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 100
N3D is the exciton density. From this relation N3D  8 x 1017cm 3 at threshold, which
compares favourably to the estimate using equation 8.1, conrming sub-Mott density
coherent emission. The blueshifted emission remains below the exciton energy, further
supporting the existence of strong coupling at threshold. By contrast, incoherent GaN
emission is known to redshift with increasing pump power [77][78], while thermal cavity
expansion would have a similar eect.
8.3 Time-Resolved Photoluminescence
The rise and decay time of the normal incidence emission at and around threshold is
recorded using a streak camera with 4ps time resolution (g 8.7). In all cases there is a
resolution limited rise time suggesting that even at low carrier densities, scattering and
thermalization occur on sub picosecond timescales. At low powers there is an exponential
decay of 30 ps, this can be attributed to trapping of excitons at non-radiative defects
[83]. As the power is increased to threshold, an additional fast component rapidly rises
(8.7, dashed ts show slow decay, inset shows relative amplitudes), with a decay time
of 8 ps. Above threshold, the coherent emission turns on and o in <2 ps, implying
that scattering from the exciton reservoir is extremely fast. The eciency of emission
increases as stimulated scattering into the lower polariton (which emits within a few ps)
becomes fast in comparison to the nonradiative rates.
8.4 Real Space Disrbutions
The real space polariton distribution is measured as a function of power using the ex-
perimental setup described in section 5.3.1. Figure 8.8 (a) shows the below threshold
emission with the pump illumination area indicated by a dashed line. At these low
powers the spatial emission clearly follows the pump spot. Above threshold, gure 8.8
(b), the real space emission spot reduces in size to  5m. This size varies slightly
with position. In some positions multiple emission centres are recorded, gure 8.8 (c).
Again, it is assumed that only a single emission spot occurs for each excitation pulse,Chapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 101
Figure 8.7: Time-resolved emission at normal incidence vs pump power from 0.2 mW
to 1.4 mW, with amplitudes of fast and slow components extracted (inset).
however if multiple regions within the pump spot are capable of lasing then they will
occur statistically in repeated measurements. A 5 m spot size above threshold implies
that only  1% of the pumped spot is involved in the strong emission, thus suggesting
eciencies within this small area close to 100%.
A micro photoluminscence map, recorded by Gabriel Christman of EPFL, is shown in
gure 8.8 (d). This maps the q-factor and therefore photonic disorder using a spot size of
8 m.. Regions of high q-factor with a size of 5 m are clearly present and therefore
it is likely that it is this photonic disorder that determines the emission spot size and
accounts for the multiple emmision centres.





4x2 ' 5m (8.5)
in good agreement with those observed in gure 8.6 (c).Chapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 102
Figure 8.8: Time integrated images of the spatial distribution of the polariton emis-
sion, just below (a) and just above threshold (b,c). The dashed white line indicates
the position of the excitation laser spot. Notice that in (c) multiple emission centres
are present. Micro-transmission maps of the cavity mode linewidth of a GaN bulk
microcavity (d) recorded by Gabriel Christmann at EPFL.
8.5 Momentum Distributions
In order to study the buildup of the emission and observe the collapse in k-space, we
perform angularly resolved detection for dierent incident pump powers without moving
either sample or pump laser focus. The integrated intensities on each branch are ex-
tracted when pumping below, at, and above the threshold (g 8.9). Similar results are
gained when imaging the momentum space emission (g 8.10). There is a k-space emis-
sion reduction down to HWHM  = 5o on passing through the threshold, as expected
for polariton lasing. Surprisingly, below threshold the total emission from all branches
is independent of emission angle (dashed lines) and no obvious bottleneck in polariton
relaxation at high k is observed in contrast to III-V and II-VI microcavities. This im-
plies that at 300 K in GaN, phonon, exciton-exciton, and exciton-electron scattering can
eciently populate the branches giving rapid thermalization [84][13]. For near normal
incidence polaritons the exponential increase can once again be seen. The expectedChapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 103
Figure 8.9: Extracted PL integrated intensities vs detection angle on the lower po-
lariton branch (LP, solid points) and subsidary Bragg mode (B1) at three inpu powers,
0.3, 0.9 and 1.4mW. Reproduced from [75].
Figure 8.10: Formation of polariton lasing at in-plane wavevectors up to 7 m 1 for
(a) just below and (b) just above threshold.
bottleneck position of  40o shows a quadratic increase in population (g 8.9 inset),
whereas the exciton popoulation, accessed at angles  50o shows a linear relationship.
8.5.1 Conversion of Measured Intensity to Polariton Occupation
The issue of conversion from emission intensities measured at a specic angle of emission,
and the polariton population at the equivalent in-plane momentum di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now accepted for quantum well polaritons with CW excitation [85]. There are two
reasons for this: the emission originates from bulk polaritons, and it occurs in a pulsed
regime. In general, the exciton-polariton radiative life-time, , in a microcavity is given
by  1 = jCj2 1
ph + jXj2 1
ex , where C and X are the photon and exciton Hopeld
coecients respectively, and ph and ex are the lifetimes of a purely photon and exciton
mode respectively.
In a CW measurement, polaritons leak out through the Bragg mirrors at a certain rate
set by this polariton lifetime. Hence the intensity at each angle has to be normalised by
the appropriate photon lifetime to get the average polariton occupation.
(a) For pulsed emission that is fast compared to the non-radiative lifetime in the sam-
ple, the use of the polariton photon fraction to convert intensities into populations is
incorrect. Our time resolved measurements (Section 8.3) showed that the non-radiative
lifetime of excitons in this sample is 35ps. On the other hand, the radiative lifetime of
polaritons is much faster, on the order of <1ps for the states of interest here. Hence exci-
tons at high k which are scattered into the polariton region of the dispersion near k = 0
are emitted before non-radiative decay occurs. Hence for each incident pump pulse, the
time-integrated emission at a particular angle is proportional to the total polariton pop-
ulation at that angle. This is dierent to a CW experiment in which polaritons scatter
into and out of particular states and the competitiion with non-radiative recombination
gives rise to the need for a normalisation factor proportional to the photon lifetime.
(b) On the other hand the radiative exciton lifetime is dierent for bulk and QW excitons.
In the bulk microcavity case ex is comparable with ph because both are dependent on
the overlap of delocalised states inside the cavity with the continuum photon modes
outside the cavity. The photon lifetime depends on the overlap of the cavity photon
mode with the external photon continuum, while the exciton lifetime depends on the
overlap of the exciton wavefunction which exists throughout the bulk semiconductor
cavity with the same external photon continuum. Hence these lifetimes are similar
in bulk microcavities, compared to QW microcavities in which the photon lifetime is
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Figure 8.11: Interference of far-eld emission cone through a slightly misaligned
Michelson interferometer to show the high spatial coherence from the fringe visibil-
ity below (a) and above (b) threshold. Fringes can be seen for delays of up to 700fs,
the coherence lifetime is measured to be 290fs (c)
The observed angular distribution of intensity thus directly reects the polariton occu-
pation along the dispersion. A further complication is the angular tuning of the stop
band of the upper dielectric mirror, which means that by 50 degrees, DBR Bragg modes
come into resonance with excitons 8.3. For this reason we restrict the analysis of the
polariton occupation below 30 degrees when the polaritons are well formed.
8.6 Coherence Measurements
A Michelson inteferometer is used to show that the emission is rst order coherent. Two
copies of the collimated far-eld light are interfered in the interferometer, as described
in chapter 5.3.2. The resulting interference patterns are shown in gure 8.11 (a,b) for
dierent time delays between the arms. Fringes are seen for time delays up to 700 fs
between the paths, gure 8.11 (c), matching the ultra-short emission lifetime, indicating
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The visibility of the measured rst order coherence is found to be around 90% above
threshold, where the coherence lifetime is found to be 290fs. Below threshold the vis-
ibility for  = 200fs decreases to zero, however the precise systematics of this are
unreliable because around threshold uctuations in the laser power and exact sample
emission spot are exponentially enhanced. This coherent lifetime is of the same order
as that expected from the emission linewidth above threshold.
The maximum fringe visibility of  90% directly reects the Onsager criterion [86] for
polaritons:
h +(  ! r ) (  ! r 0)i
h (  ! r )i+  h (  ! r 0)i
! 1 (8.6)
By looking at the visibility from a small area of the far eld emission it averages r and r0
over the whole micron-sized emitting regions of the sample, demonstrating the presence
of a macroscopic coherent phase. The temporal decay of this coherence is dominated by
the sub-ps emission time of the condensate.
This conrms that each above-threshold spot emits fully rst order coherent light. The
direct imaging of the spatial coherence within the emiting spots has not been possible
because over time, the far eld pattern wobbles around slowly on a 100ms timescale.
This is coincident with a degradation of the emission over time. This is thought to be
to a combination of micron scale movements of the sample/pump focus as well as UV
damage caused to the Si 3N4 in the top DBR mirror.
8.7 Polarisation Studies and BEC
In 2006 BEC of exciton-polaritons in a microcavity was demonstrated at temperatures
up to 40 K [2]. The existence of polariton BEC was proved through four experimental
criteria:
1. angle-resolved photoluminescence (PL) demonstrated polariton relaxation to ther-
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2. at the critical pumping density, a superlinear increase of population of the lowest
energy polariton state was detected;
3. above threshold the cavity emission became rst-order coherent;
4. above threshold the linear polarisation of the emission built up to 85%.
The data shown previously in this chapter to prove polariton lasing implies macroscopic
population of the lowest energy polariton state emission of coherent light by this state, so
that the BEC criteria (2, 3) are fullled. Also, the angle-dependent emission below and
above threshold which was shown to have a warm thermalised distribution, fullling
criterion (1). In this section the build-up of polarisation of the polariton condensate
above the lasing threshold is demonstrated which fulls criterion (4).
The anisotropy of the polariton-polariton interaction in the CdTe system means that
the minimum energy for the condensate is reached when j "j = j #j, corresponding to a
linearly polarised condensate [87]. The relative phase of the two condensate components
is however not xed, which means that the orientation of the linear polarisation should
be randomly chosen by the system for each experiment. However, in the experiment
of Kasprzak et al the linear polarisation orientation was found to be pinned to the
crystallographic axes [88] and did not show that randomness expected of a BEC. In this
respect, polariton condensates achieved in the CdTe system do not exhibit a departure
from the polarisation orientation of the laser. A similar pinning of linear polarisation
has been later observed by Balili et al who studied the exciton-polariton BEC in spatial
traps [14]. The polarisation build-up observed in these experiments thus cannot be
considered as a denite proof of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
To avoid polarisation pinning which is likely to occur in quantum wells due to their re-
duced symmetry, the cavity under investigation in this chapter is composed of bulk GaN,
whose mixed excitons mean the exciton-exciton interaction is expected to be isotropic
[89]. This means that polariton BEC in such cavities should be commensurate with the
spontaneous appearance of completely arbitrary polarisation.
Initial experiments designed to measure the time integrated polarisation of the micro-
cavity emission showed that it is exactly zero, independent of the orientation of theChapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 108
Figure 8.12: Characetisation of the pulse-by-pulse polarisation experiment using
UV laser in horizontal and vertical polarisations. (a,b) Above-threshold polarisation-
resolved emission of the condensate when analysing along (c) H/V and (d) R/L bases.
(e) Extracted linear polarisation degree showing stochastic variation from pulse to pulse.
(f) Histogram of the polarisation state along linear, diagonal and circular bases of nearly
2000 polariton condensates. Open and closed circles show repeated measurements with
reversed polarisation split (e.g. H/V and V/H), while crosses show below-threshold
unpolarised emission statistics (within detection sensitivity shaded grey). Reproduced
from [90].
analyser axes. This is in contrast to polarisation measurements peformed on nitride ver-
tical cavity surface emitting lasers (VCSELs) having similar mirrors to our structure but
with InGaN/GaN quantum well active region, as described in section 4.3, which show
the VCSEL emission is linearly polarised, along the crystallographic axes (g 8.13).
In order to investigate the time averaged unpolarised emission further an experiment
was designed to resolve the polarisation of the emission of the microcavity for every
condensate formed by successive excitation pulses. The setup is detailed in section 5.4,
the emission is split into two orthogonal polarisations and focussed into either
1. the input slit of a Streak Camera operated in single-shot mode.
2. the cathode of balanced PMTs.Chapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 109
Figure 8.13: Emission vs. linear analyser angle for time integrated polarisation of
the optically-pumped InGaN QW VCSEL (red) detailed in Section 4.3, and the bulk
GaN microcavity laser (blue). This demonstrates the linearly polarised emission of the
VCSEL compared to the unpolarised output of the polariton laser.
Using appropriate waveplates the polarisation of each pulse along linear (H,V), diagonal
(D,D) and circular (R, L) bases can be measured. These measurements are calibrated
using a linearly polarised pump laser (g 8.12), for dierent orientations of the input /2
plate, and is better than 95%. Comparable data taken over 35 s from the microcavity
above threshold is shown in gure 8.12 revealing that each BEC has a dierent polari-
sation. The intensity of each polarisation component is extracted and used to calculate





with the equivalent measures for diagonal d and circular c bases, gure 8.12. To
ensure that no experimental artefacts are present in the data the polarisation axes are
reversed on the detectors (for instance swapping H and V) and they do indeed produce
exactly equivalent results. A histogram is formed by repreating the experiment many
hundreds of times in each polarisation basis, gure 8.12. The BEC emission is found to be
instantaneously elliptically polarised, with no preferential orientation. The magnitude of
the mean polarisation is 25% for each basis, giving a total mean polarisation hi  43%
just above threshold. It might be thought that hi measured for a single shot should beChapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 110
Figure 8.14: (a) Random evolution of the pseudospin, S (Stokes vector) of a polariton
condensate inside the Poincare sphere is characteristic for the order parameter dynamics
in a nite size bosonic system. (b) Above threshold, the magnitude of the pseudospin
vector becomes nite. (c) Statistical distribution of the polarisation degree of the
condensate showing experiment vs theory for dierent dephasing times. (d) Root mean
square (rms) polarisation degree increases from zero (within detection error, shaded
grey) to a maximum just above threshold before decreasing again. The crosses show
the result of theory described in the text (red line is guide to eye), using linewidth
(blue) as input parameter. Reproduced from [90].
100%, however the random walk of the polarisation vector on a time scale given by the
coherence time of the condensate means that hi < 100%.
In order to reproduce the experimental polarization histogram, Malpuech and Kavokin
[90] performed a Monte Carlo simulation of the microcavity emission. Their model is
analogous to the classical Heisenberg spin model [91] used to describe the magnetization
in ferromagnets. At any moment of time the condenstae is assumed to be completely
polarized but the direction of its pseudospin, S, on the poincare sphere, (g 8.14) is
random. The pseudospin has a probability to change its direction which is inversly
proportional to the coherence time of the condensate tc which when formed, is given by
the inverse of the linewidth. If this coherence time is shorter or comparable with the
emission time, it reduces the total measured polarisation degree well below 100%. The










where Win is the time-dependent spontaneous scattering rate towards the ground state.
Both Win and N0 are calculated using the Boltzmann equations describing polariton
relaxation [93] which produces the theoretical polariton distributions in gure 8.14,
Appendix B gives more detail on this model. The dephasing time ti is governed by the




where V is the matrix element of interparticle interactions and N the average number
of particles.
To reproduce the experiment with pulsed excitation the polarized emission of the ground
state is averaged for 100 ps after after each pulse and the numerical experiment is
repeated 105 times. The spontaneous build-up of polarisation is clearly observed above
threshold (g 8.14 (b,d)). The dephasing time used in the calculation is directly taken
from the linewidth measurements (g 8.14 (d)). Examining the polarisation histograms
(g 8.14 (c)) shows that the best t is indeed obtained for ti = 0.8 ps (corresponding
to the resolution-limited 0.82meV linewidth). Below threshold, the residual polarisation
is below the detection limit of our setup, while it increases to a maximum at threshold
(g 8.14 (d)), before decreasing again because of the shortening of the coherence time,
probably due to stronger polariton-polariton interactions [94].
8.8 Second Lasing Threshold
Recent discussions in the literature [95] have stressed the desireability of demonstrating
that the strong-weak coupling transition occurs at higher polariton density than the
polariton lasing threshold, and also of showing a separate lasing transition at even
higher powers. This has only recently been achieved for the same spot on the sample
for microcavities which have been patterned into pillars [95].Chapter 8 Room Temperature Polariton Lasing and BEC 112
For the GaN wafers here, the main problem is that of the dielectric mirror degradation
noted above. For this reason it is not possible to directly show higher pump power
emission, and track the appearance of a strong-weak coupling transition.
8.9 Chapter Summary
In summary, the emission of a hybrid bulk GaN microcavity has been investigated at
T = 300K under pulsed nonresonant excitation. The observation of a low-threshold
coherent emission, and the emission line blueshift due to polariton-polariton interactions,
demonstrates the rst room-temperature polariton lasing. Further to this, polarisation
studies showed that the phase coherent state of bosonic exciton-polaritons in GaN which
form a above a charactersitic density, exhibit spontaneous symmetry breaking at room
temperature. The coherent polariton state thus fulls all the criteria to be classed as
BEC.Chapter 9
Conclusions
This thesis has investigated the temporal and spatial properties of microcavity-polaritons
at liquid helium temperatures and polariton lasing and BEC at room temperature. Mi-
crocavity exciton polaritons are the result of strong coupling between excitons and pho-
tons inside a lambda sized cavity. These polaritons are quasi-bosons and have a unique
dispersion that acts as a trap in momentum space. This interesting dispersion, coupled
with the stimulated scattering inherent from boson statistics makes the semiconductor
microcavity a superb system for studying phenomena such as optical parametric oscil-
lation and Bose-Einstein condensation. Research in this eld is motivated by both the
fundamental physics and the potential for technological applications.
The recovery dynamics of a microcavity optical parametric oscillator have been studied.
The OPO was set running in steady-state operation before a laser pulse perturbed the
system. It was found that under resonant and non-resonant perturbation of the pump
state, the primary feature of the dynamics was a decrease in signal emission intensity.
A theoretical model was constructed describing the three OPO states including eects
such as self interaction. In the case of resonant perturbation the dynamics were too
fast to resolve experimentally, however it was clear that the perturbation resulted in a
reduction in signal intensity. In accordance with the theoretical work of Whittaker [65]
our experimental data and model showed that the main contribution to the observed
dynamics was a blue shift of the lower polariton branch which resulted in the OPO
moving out of resonance, turning it o.
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Experiments exploring non-resonant perturbation, where the perturbation was used to
populate an exciton reservoir, showed recovery timescales < 1 ns, a timescale never re-
ported in regards to the microcavity OPO. The theoretical model was adapted to include
a fourth state to described this exciton reservoir. The low coupling eciency of the kick
to the excitons meant that the blueshift did not destroy the OPO resonance condition.
However it was shown that this smaller blueshift changed the coupling eciency be-
tween the pump laser and the pump OPO state. An blueshift-dependent overlap factor
was introduced to the model to describe this eect. This model repreoduced the trends
shown in the experimental data. It was then shown experimentally that by changing
the energy of the pump laser, one could increase or decrease the OPO emission for > 1
ns upon perturbation.
Experiments were performed to explore the spatio-temporal dynamics of the perturbed
OPO. An experiment was built that combined a streak camera with an imaging system
to produce spatio-temporal movies with a time resolution 5 ps. The dynamics were
found to vary signicantly within the excitation spot. Some areas showed a reduction in
signal intensity while others an increase upon perturbation. The real space overlap of the
pump and kick spot was found to have the most signicant eect on the dynamics, with
disorder also playing a role. Theoretical modelling of the spatio-temporal dynamics is
beyond the scope of this thesis, however comparisons with the spatially integrated model
showed that they qualitatively agree.
A hybrid bulk GaN microcavity was investigated at room temperature. The observa-
tion of a low-threshold coherent emission, and the blue shift of the emission line due
to polariton-polariton interactions, demonstrated the rst room-temperature polariton
laser. Further to this, polarisation studies showed that the phase coherent state of
bosonic exciton-polaritons in GaN which form above a characteristic density, exhibit
spontaneous symmetry breaking at room temperature. The coherent polariton state
thus fullls all the criteria to be classed as BEC. This is the rst report of BEC at room
temperature.
Now that polariton lasing has been demonstrated at room temperature, future work
should focus on achieving the same results using electrical rather than optical injection.Chapter 9 Conclusions 115
This will pave the way for a new breed of low power opto-electronic devices operating
at blue wavelengths.Appendix A
Hamiltonian of the Optical
Parametric Oscillator
The equations used in Chapter 6 for the microcavity optical parametric amplier were
obtained using the following procedure, proposed by Ivan Shelykh:
We restrict our consideration to a three level model (signal s, pump p, and idler i). The
model Hamiltonian can be written as:
H =(sp+
s ps + pp+
p pp + ip+
i pi) (A.1)
+ U(Xsp+
s ps + Xsp+
p pp + Xip+
i pi)(Xsp+
s ps + Xsp+




s pspi + pppsp+
s p+
i )
where the rst term describes free particles, the second term describes blue shifts (X is
the exciton fraction of each of the states), the third term corresponds to the parametric
process. The coupling terms U and V are related by V' Xp
p
XiXsU. The dynamics of
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where C = hp+
s p+
i ppppi = Tr(p+
s p+
i pppp) and we have added the polariton lifetime .
Equation A.3 is exact, no decoupling has been performed.


















IM fV Cg + F; (A.5)
where for the pump state we have added an external pumping term F.
Calculating the mean value for the commutator [H;] with a product of four operators
p+
s p+
i pppp, one obtains the equation for the fourth-order non classical correlator C which
governs the dynamics. If we proceed in this way we will obtain the innite chain of the
Bogolubov equations for correlators. Practically, we need to cut this at some point. We
choose to decouple at the sixth order correlator and split this into the product of three
second order, which in our case are just occupation numbers of the states (mean eld
























p(Ns + Ni + 1)   4NsNi(Np + 1)

without the blue shift term the system of equations (A.3)-(A.5) is just a damped non-
linear oscillator. If in the regime of the continuous pump the resonance is reached (i.e.
























p(Ns + Ni + 1)   4NsNi(Np + 1)

where N0 are the steady state solutions.Appendix B
Boltzmann Equations for
Polariton Relaxation
The polariton relaxation in the case of a pulsed non-resonant optical pumping can be
described using the quantum Boltzmann kinetic equations, which allows for bosonic stim-
ulation, pumping, nite lifetime and all kinds of relevant scattering mechanisms. The
polariton dispersion curve in bulk GaN is quite complex and includes up to 6 branches
[85]. However, GaN cavities are characterized by an inhomogeneous broadening, which
mixes all the intermediate polariton branches. For the room temperature simulations
two relevant branches of the dispersion have been included in our kinetic simulations:
The lower polariton branch which has a photon like 2D dispersion near its bottom and
the excitonic-like branch which is characterised by a 3D density of states.
Electron-hole pairs are created by short optical pulses of the excitation source at a
relatively high energy. They rapidly relax through their strong interaction with LO
phonons to form a cloud of excitons. In the pulsed excitation regime, the input of
the simulation is given by the initial distribution of excitons and polaritons which is
assumed to follow a Boltzmann distribution with the eective temperature dependent
on the energy of LO phonons (92 meV in our case). We then solve a system of quantum
Boltzmann equations [12], which reads:
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dnk
dt
=   knk   nk
X
Wk!k0(nk0 + 1) + (nk + 1)
X
Wk0!knk (B.1)
where nk is the occupation number of a state with wave-vector k,  knk terms describe
pumping and decay of particles, and Wk!k0 are the scattering rates between the states
with wave-vectors k and k0. We assume a cylindrical symmetry for the exciton and
polariton distribution functions, while a full eave-vector conservation is properly ac-
counted for in each intra- and inter-branch scattering processes. The scattering rates
are calculated using the Fermi Golden Rule considering exciton-phonon, exciton-exciton
and exciton-electron interaction. The inhomogeneous broadening of the polariton line is
taken into account while calculating the scattering rates. We account for the three most
essential mechanisms of interaction of excitons with the crystal lattice in GaN, which
are [96]: The Froehlich interaction (LO phonons), the deformation potential and the
piezoelectric eld( acoustic phonons). The exciton-exciton and exciton-electron inter-
actions have been considered within the Born approximation. For the exciton-exciton
interaction in bulk we have taken the constant of the paraexciton interaction [97], while
for the exciton-electron interaction the matrix element in the Born approximation has
been calculated in [82]. A free electron density of 2 x 1016 cm 3 has been considered, in
agreement with the experimental data on the residual n-doping in such structures. These
simulations allow extraction of the time dependence of the polariton distribution func-
tion vs pumping power [92], which can be directly compared to the experimental data
and used to perform our Monte Carlo modeling describing the polarization dynamics
C.3.Appendix C
Polarization as an Order
Parameter
The build-up of spontaneous linear polarisation in quantum well microcavities has been
described theoretically in [92][2]. Kavokin and Malpuech [90] have taken this work
forward and used it to model the experimental data of section 8.7. This section gives a
brief overview of the important theoretical concepts used in the modelling. The essential
feature of a bulk microcavity is the absence of a spin quantisation axis leading to spin-
isotropic polariton-polariton interactions. The condensate order parameter   is a two-
component complex vector analogous to the Jones vector of classical light [87]. The
time-dependent absolute polarisation degree of the condensate is given by  =
j j2
N0 ,
where N0 is the time-dependent occupation number of the condensate. It is linked with






psuedospin components Sx;Sy;Sz are linked with the polarisation degrees by l;d;c =
2Sx;y;z
N0 . Extending the method by [98], the probability of realisation of a given value of




= r[PrU( ;t) + D(t)rP] (C.1)
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[Wout(t)   Win(t)]j j2 + j j4	
; (C.2)
and the diusion coecient is equal to D = 1
4Win(t). Here Win(t) is the rate of
scattering-in of exciton-polaritons into the condensate which is dependent on the pump-
ing strength and the coupling eciency of the condensate with a reservoir of exciton
polaritons having large wave-vectors. Wout is the depletion rate of the condensate de-
pending mostly on the polariton radiative lifetime.  > 0 is the polariton-polariton
interaction constant. The population of the condensate N0 is linked to Win(t) and
Wout(t) via the Boltzmann equation:
dN0
dt
= Win(t)(N0 + 1)   Wout(t)N0; (C.3)
Above threshold, Win > Wout so that the potential [99] has a maximum at j j = 0. This
allows for an ecient diusion of the order parameter out of the centre of the eective
potential. The build-up of the order parameter results in the polarisation build-up.
The resulting value of the absolute polarisation is linked to the minimum of the eective
potential [99], which has no privileged polarisation, so that in each experiment the system
chooses its polarisation randomly. Once formed the polraisation continues changing due
to the diusion of the order parameter within the eective potential.Bibliography
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